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Police dismiss Bear Brew misconduct claims
Officers arrested performer D-Black in connection with 2005 Bangor armed robbery charge
By Tony Reaves
News Editor
Orono police denied accusations that they intimidated guests
in the Bear Brew Pub last Friday
and released information that the
multi-department bust did apprehend the suspect they sought.
Duane Brown, 21, was a member of the Boston-based group 3Deep Entertainment, who were

performing alongside the three
headlining performers. Brown,
who raps under the name D-Black,
is a suspect in a 2005 armed robbery on Essex Street in Bangor.
According to Orono Police
Chief Gary Duquette, Brown has
been living in the Boston area,
although he has performed in
Maine recently. In December, 3Deep Entertainment opened for
Bubba Sparxxx at Ushuaia. When

Bangor police received word that work, they waited for Brown to
Brown was playing again, they set finish the show rather than bursta game plan, accordinmg ing into the bar and arresting him
Duquette.
in a crowded area.
Police from Bangor and Orono,
"Nobody was put in danger,"
as well as the Maine State Police, Duquette said. "We could have
the Maine Drug Enforcement gone right into the place and
Agency and the State Fire dragged him right off the stage. We
Marshall's office, staked out the opted not to do that ... we waited
club beginning around 5 p.m. hop- until he was out of the building."
ing to arrest Brown on his way in,
Matt Haskell, owner of the
Duquette said. When that didn't Bear Brew Pub, said the police

Come ,Face

pulled a man out of the club, only
to release him after learning he
was not the suspect — a point
bouncer Rhon Bell repeated. Bell
said the police led a man out of the
club and handcuffed him on the
deck before bringing him downstairs.
"It was quite traumatic for a
few people," Bell said. "There
See BREW on Page 5

Orono Coiincil
meets at UM
for open forum
By Pattie Barry
Production Manager

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS

-FIELD" HOCKEY — Student Christopher Savage plays ice hockey Wednesday on Lengyel Field.

Seeking input from University of Maine students,
members of the Orono Town Council visited campus
on Monday night for an open forum with the university community. At the small meeting, downtown revitalization and the improvement of student-town relations were the highlights of the discussion.
"I would say, over the last five years,that this council has been very focused on improving the relations
between the town and the university," said council
member Geoff Gordon, who led the informal meeting.
He expressed that lately there has seemed to be a "lack
of synergy" between the town and the university, and
the council is making an effort to reach out to students.
At the meeting were members of the town council,
Town Manager Cathy Conlow and Orono Police Chief
Gary Duquette. Staff associate for Commuter and
Non-Traditional Programs Barbara Smith and deans of
students Robert Dana and Angel Loredo attended the
event as well. Fewer than 10 students attended the
event.
See ORONO on Page 3

Chancellor candidates bring their messages to Alumni House
USM President promotes 'independent and flexible' campuses
By Brian Sylvester
Assistant News Editor

that he has lived in the state longer than he
has lived in any other location. "We truly
consider Maine to be our home," he said of
himself and his wife.
An open forum with
University of Maine
"Higher education is essential to where
this state is going," he said, focusing his
System Chancellor caninitial comments on several objectives, all
didate Richard L.
of which were built around his "complex
Pattenaude was held
and extended theory" of college manageTuesday afternoon in
ment: "strong campuses, lean system."
the McIntire Maine
Pattenaude envisions a system that
Evnet Room of the
allows campuses to be independent and
Alumni Pattenaude
Buchanan
flexible while strongly assisting them
House. Although no students attended, Pattenaude fielded ques- administratively.
Focusing on the rising costs of educations from faculty members and administrators from each of the UMaine System cam- tion and the need to reform the current
financial aid system, Pattenaude said,
puses.
Pattenaude is currently the President of "Education ... is too easily priced out of the
the University of Southern Maine, where reach of people in Maine ... need-based aid
needs attention."
he has worked since 1991.
"Individuals who come to public univer"Maine means a great deal to me," he
said during his opening comments, noting
See PATTENAUDE on Page 5

Applegate advocates hands-on learning, connecting to public
soon as Monday evening after the search
committee convenes.
Applegate has worked in the
Kentucky University system as the
University of Maine
department chair of communications,
Chancellor
System
among other positions. He is passionate
candidate Dr. James
about connecting the state with the pubspoke
Applegate
lic, and creating new policies to do so,
Wednesday at 2:30
stating confidently that he sees the posip.m. in the. McIntire
tion as a "real opportunity to make a difMaine Event Room in
ference and take [the school] to the next
the Buchanan Alumni
level."
House. The event was
Applegate
attended by about 25
Part of achieving that next level
people, and consisted of an open-floor includes partnering with the political
discussion after a brief introduction.
leaders of the state of Maine to create a
Applegate, 55, is a native of Kentucky public agenda and a connection between
and received his Ph.D. in communica- faculty, students, the public and state
tions from the University of Illinois in leaders, Applegate said.
1978.
"We only do a small part of what we
UMaine President Robert Kennedy, could do," he said of higher education's
who was in attendance Wednesday, said current state. "I believe if you can estabSee APPLEGATE on Page 7
a decision for Chancellor could come as
Emily Southwick
Copy Editor
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Northern neighbors form new crew
WORDoFMOUTH Club
Canada to offer Canadian movies, television and curling
What's the WORST pick-up
line you have ever heard?

"How do you like your
eggs in the morning?"
Dan Bourgeois
Firstyear
Sociology

"Hey baby, is your dad a
beaver,'cause damn!"
Ben Larkin
Third year
Business / marketing

By Leila Sholtz-Ames
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine,
once featured in the Princeton
Review as the campus with the
most things to do, is home to
more than 100 clubs and activities. From the Asian Student
Association to the Cookie Club
to Swing Dance, there is something for everyone.
Recently, UMaine added
"Club Canada" to this extensive list. The new club holds
the slogan, "leading the world
in being just north of the
United States."
CC is open to all students,
not just Canadians, and strives
to educate the UMaine population on the country that borders
Maine.
The club had its first meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 30 at 4
p.m. in the Bumps Room of
Memorial Union.
They've already elected a
prime minister — instead of a
president — Angela Hamlin.
said
Hamlin
she joined
"because of my interest in
everything Canadian. I also

wanted to get a chance to study
Canada this semester."
Tim O'Neill, the creator of
Club Canada, wanted to offer a
club to students that would
educate and enlighten others on
the life, activities and customs
of Canada.
O'Neill and Hamlin are
working to recruit and sign up
members and plan fun, exciting
activities for the remainder of
the semester. While CC is certainly looking for ideas and
suggestions, already the club is
planning to offer Canadian
movies, television programs,
cultural outings and perhaps a
curling trip.
"I created this club so that
Americans could learn a little
bit about Canada and so that
Canadians would have a
chance to learn a little bit about
what outsiders think about
Canada," O'Neill said.
While only six people
attended the first meeting,
O'Neill hopes that more people
will join after events are created.
"I'm hoping that people will
hear about trips to Canada or a

movie night and decide that
they really want to be part of a
club like this."
The university sponsored a
trip to Ottawa in the fall, and
another trip to Quebec is
planned this week. O'Neill,
however, had plans to "maybe
travel to a more remote area in
Canada, one that is off the beaten track."
While many of the members
were involved in the Canada
101 course last fall and had suggestions from the information
they learned, CC is not affiliated with CAN 101. They do hope
to take advantage of staff who
have knowledge of Canada.
"We certainly would love to
have professors from Canadian
studies be involved in the club,"
O'Neill said.
It was decided at the meeting
that CC will meet on Tuesdays
at 4 p.m., at the CanadianAmerican Center, probably
once a month until it is determined what time is best for the
majority of group members.
For more information on
Club Canada, contact Tim
O'Neill on FirstClass.
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"Are you a terrorist?
'Cause baby, you're the
bomb."
Cara Lange
Fourth year
Education

"Do you have the
Internet?"

Kristen Elliott
First year
Elementary education

"Do you do karate? 'Cause
your body's kickin."
Ben Nawtel
First year
Pre-veterinary

"All right, I'm here, what
are your other three
wishes?"
Corey fiewey
First year
Computer science

Steep Welt, Do WeR
For kids to do their best in '.choral or di play, they shouk.1 get
t at nine hours of sleep every night. Kids can be Star
Stowers like Garfield. 16311 httplfstarsleep,nhIbi
for sleep tips and fun activities.

Thursday
Socialist and Marxist Series
"Should President George
Bush Be Impeached?" will be presented by Dud Hendrick, a board
member of Maine Veterans for
Peace, and Pat Wheeler, artist
and peace activist, as part of the
Socialist and Marxist Studies
Lecture Series. The series takes
place at 12:30 p.m. in the Bangor
Room, Memorial Union.
Americanizing Buddhism
"Racial Politics, Religion and
U.S. National Identity in the Early
Cold War" will be presented by
Michael Masatsugu, the Visiting
Fellow for American Studies from
Colby College. The talk will begin
at 3:15 p.m. in the Bodwell
Lounge, Maine Center for the
Arts.
Philosophy Colloquium
"Aesthetics and Community"
will be presented by Arnold
Berleant, professor emeritus,
Long Island University as part of
. the Philosophy Colloquium
Series. The series will take place
at 4 p.m. in the Levinson Room of
The Maples.
The Torture Question
The Peace and Justice Film
series will show "The Torture
Question" at 7 p.m. in Room 140,
Little Hall. Discussion to follow
film.
Friday

NATIONAL INSTITUTIS Of IffALTH
NoNefsal Hurt Lung, and glued Mahone
A•tig Want, UMW
VS nt.P401#100 olNE461IY,4r4 Home,Conic"
•01011

Marine Sciences Seminar
Series
"Microbes, Patches and
Plumes: Insights Into the Life of a
Marine Microbe" will be presented

by Roman Stocker, assistant professor, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology at 11 a.m. in Room
354, Aubert Hall.
Saturday
"Skate" Cross Country
Skiing - Level I
Learn the basics of this modern technique; equipment will be
provided but some basic proficiency with skis is needed.
Register for this event by calling
581-1794. $14 for UMaine students, $20 for community members.
Sunkhaie Snowshoe Day
Hike - Level I
A day hike through the
Sunkhaze Meadows National
Wildlife Reserve. Basics of
snowshoe use will be covered.
Register by calling 581-1794.
$12 for UMaine students, $15
for community members.
Planetarium Show
The Maynard F. Jordan
Planetarium will show "The Xtra Terrestrial Files," at 2 p.m.
on the second floor of Wingate
Hall. UMaine students get in
free with MaineCard; $3 for
community members.
Sunday
Ski for Women Race
Proceeds will go to local
women's organizations. This
event is about bringing women
of all ages together. There will
be a raffle for prizes. Maine
Bound will be offering discounted Ski rentals. All ages
and abilities are welcome.
Race sign-up begins at 8:30

a.m. in the basement of Maine
Bound. Race begins at 9:30
a.m. out on the loop.
Planetarium Show
The Maynard F. Jordan
Planetarium will show "Follow
the Drinking Gourd," based on
the book by Maine author
Jeannette Winter, at 2 p.m. on
the second floor of Wingate
Hall. UMaine students get in
free with MaineCard; $3 for
community members.
Monday
Diversity Dialogue
The next Diversity Dialogue
will take place at 12:15 p.m. in
the Coe Room, Memorial
Union. Presenters Gail Dana
and John Bear Mitchell will
speak
about
"Wabanaki:
Casting light on indigenous
knowledge." Gail is the director and John is the associate
director of the Wabanaki
Center on campus. Coffee and
tea
will
be
available.
Sponsored by the Peace
Studies Program. All are welcome.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free and can be sent on
FirstClass to Brian Sylvester or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important information about your
event. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9 a.m.
Wednesday for Thursday publication.
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ORONO

GREENTIPS

From Page 1
"We are grassroots politicians,"
said council member Liarme Harris.
"We take care of everyday needs.
Therefore, we represent your needs
and we're trying to meet as many
needs as we can, but you really need
to approach us on a one-to-one
basis."
Council member and long-time
Orono resident John Bradson said,
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS
"There has been a separation growing between the town and the uni- LINE 'EM UP — On Monday evening the Orono Town
Council met with students and university administrators in
versity."
"I feel there is a vibrancy in the Memorial Union.
town that has been slowly eroded,"
Bradson said. "I'd like to see more process of improving its trail sys- Orono's large open spaces, Gordon
students downtown — living down- tems. Orono recently hired a plan- said.
ner, Evan Richert, who is working
The meeting ended on a positive
town, walking downtown."
The decline of the low-profile on connecting the waterfront to note. Dean Dana said,"This is probdowntown is common to many downtown Orono, Conlow said. ably one of[in university-town relatowns, Town Manager Cathy The town has purchased a property tions the] best times that we've had
Conlow said, but Orono has shown on Pierce St. that they plan to devel- for some years ... There are things
signs of improvement. In order to op into a canoe launch and picnic to do for students and the town is
welcoming their involvement."
improve the nightlife in downtown, area.
As well as developing the downConlow encouraged students to
the community has to work to
improve the number of people who town area, the town is paying close take advantage of the opportunities
attention to avoiding the outward the town provides, such as the trail
frequent during the day.
One solution proposed is a shut- sprawl and promoting housing system and the library, which hosts
tle service around the university development in its medium residen- a wide collection of recent movies.
She asked students to come and
campus and Orono. With the shut- tial zone.
"We're beginning to question speak with the council members if
tle, the town is trying to minimize
traffic through downtown Orono whether or not we can afford to they had suggestions or concerns
and bring more people into Orono have a high school in this communi- with the town,and denied the notion
ty any more," Gordon said. that the town was "anti-students."
village.
"[My family] moved here
Another solution is to promote "Everyone in the state is struggling
because it's a college town,because
student internships to develop mar- with this."
If the town can gain more stu- there are young people. There's
keting of the downtown businesses
and the town's trail systems. Town dents, its schools can gain more energy," she said. She acknowlofficials said they welcomed student funding from the state. The high edged that starting a dialogue is
ideas and input with regards to mar- school has the capacity to hold 400 tough, but would become easier
keting, and encouraged more stu- to 500 more students, and the town over time.
is trying to encourage more cluster
"We all want the same thing, I
dents to get involved.
Currently the town is in the development while preserving think," she said.

By Nicole Mercier

Just say "No, thanks" to plastic bags. Bring a reusable
bag with you anytime you need to carry groceries or textbooks if your backpack or pockets can't do the job. A
reusable bag will last longer and is probably more comfortable to carry than most plastic bags. Plastic bags are
made from oil, a non-renewable resource, and cannot be
reused. In my experience, no one reuses plastic garbage
bags easily.
Plastic bags are extremely difficult to recycle because
dirt and other contaminants cling to them or are left inside.
Relatively few products are currently recyclable, and any
contaminated items are removed and disposed of with
other "garbage," meaning they are not recycled. Plastic
bags also cause a range of problems in waste disposal
facilities, jamming and clogging machines. Some countries, such as Denmark, have already begun taxing the
use of new plastic bags to encourage shoppers to rely on
renewable and reusable materials.
Over 46,000 pieces of plastic debris float on every
square mile of the ocean. Plastic bags and other plastic
rubbish thrown into the ocean kill as many as 1 million sea
creatures every year. Turtles frequently eat plastic bags,
confusing them with jellyfish, their common prey. And
once turtles that ate the plastic bags are dead and decomposed, the bag becomes a threat again and may kill more
animals in a similar way for as long as that bag persists in
the environment. Sea birds eat polystyrene balls and
plastic buoys, confusing them with fish eggs and crustaceans, and whales eat a range of plastic debris.
The length of time that a plastic bag will persist in the
environment— up to 400 years— is way longer than the
length of time for which that bag was used performing a
task most reusable bags could easily perform. Plastic
usually isn't practical. Do your part and say "no" to plastic
bags.

Orchard Trails Blood Drive
Hosted by the American Red Cross, Bangor
co-sponsored with Pi Beta Phi
Monday, January 29th I leam-3pm

Pi Beta Phi chooses Orchard Trails as their home, so should you!

4 Empire Dirve 1 Orono, ME 044/3
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POLICEBEAT
By Randy Perkins
Staff Reporter
Student backs into police
cruiser
On Jan. 30 at 9:20 a.m.
Baily Hill, 22, of Old Town
backed out of a parking spot
and ran into a UMaine Public
Safety cruiser. The accident
caused about $2,500 worth of
damage to the cruiser, and
roughly $600 worth of damage
to Hill's vehicle. No charges
were filed and no one was
injured.
Car mysteriously moves
On Jan. 28 at 4:55 p.m. a
complaint was received from an
individual in Cumberland Hall.
He said his car was parked on
the quad side of Cumberland
Hall and reported that when he
came back out, the vehicle was
gone. Shortly thereafter, an
officer located the vehicle in
the Jenness lot across the street.
The victim believed that it
might have been friends pulling
a prank. This is still under
investigation.
False alarm
On Jan. 27 at 2:17 a.m. an
officer
was
called
to
Androscoggin Hall for a female
who was screaming for someone to get out of her room. The

officers arrived and could hear
a female's voice inside that
sounded intermittently angry
and calm. The officer knocked
several times, to which there
was no answer. The officer
keyed himself into the room out
of concern for her safety. It was
determined that the resident
was actually still sleeping and
was intoxicated. She was transported by ambulance to the
hospital. She was referred to
judicial affairs.
Ambulance called to Knox
On Jan. 26 at 10:49 p.m.
officers received a complaint of
an intoxicated male in a bathroom in Knox Hall. The individual was identified as a student under 21; an ambulance
was contacted due to his condition and he was transported to
the hospital.
Stewart Commons theft
On Jan. 25 at 8:20 p.m. a
resident of Orono reported that
while in Stewart Commons, he
left his backpack in the book
cubbies and when he returned,
he discovered that it had been
moved and rummaged through.
He said that he was missing a
French book.
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Senate seeks student support for
SG's proposed meal plan changes
Chandrasekar hands out lists of student names, room numbers for survey
week without the lists, and
Chandrasekar will take the results
to a meeting with representatives
Dining Services and other
from
Student Government President
before they
administrators,
Chandrasekar
outlined
Priyanth
an ambitious plan to get student announce the meal plan changes
feedback on his proposed meal for the fall 2007 academic semesplan changes at Tuesday's meet- ter.
Chandrasekar
and
Vice
ing of the General Student Senate.
William
President
Pomerleau
in
which
During a report
outlined
the both outlined their progress and
Chandrasekar
progress he had made on his cam- plans for the future during their
paign platforms, he asked each executive reports. Chandrasekar
senator to go door-to-door and spoke on a variety of issues,
talk to students directly, and to including working with the
collect signatures from those stu- library to expand hours of operadents who favor his proposed tion, meeting with representatives
from Residence Life to allow
changes.
Chandrasekar handed out lists graduating seniors more time to
to the senators which contained move out of residence halls, and
the names, gender and room num- working toward producing a
bers of all the students in each mini-keychain MaineCard for
residence hall. Each senator student convenience. He is also
received a list with the residents holding a series of meetings to try
of one residence hall; some sena- to reschedule BAT bus pickups to
tors agreed to take on extra halls. help commuter students.
Pomerleau reported on his
These lists were meant to be used
to facilitate performing the sur- progress with the senate commitvey, but after a meeting with tee on visibility, which presented
Residence Life, Chandrasekar e- its final report at the meeting. The
mailed all the senators and asked report contained recommendathat the lists not be used, and be tions for a Student Government
newsletter. The senate passed a
returned immediately.
Senator Matthew Cox initially resolution accepting all of the recvoiced concerns that performing ommendations. The newsletter is
this survey would be a form of scheduled to appear once a month
solicitation, but Chandrasekar and will be distributed to the resiexplained that the goal is merely dence halls and high traffic areas
to get information, not to push a on campus. It will contain two
double-sided pages, and will be
specific agenda.
Cox later questioned whether printed at J.S. McCarthy Printers.
Pomerleau also stated during
the list contained private information about students which should his report that the GSS has made
not be shared, and elected not to significant progress in gaining
more visibility on campus, and
take the list from Chandrasekar.
The senators will perform this will soon be launching a new and
survey over the course of the next improved Web site.
by Brian Sylvester
Assistant News Editor

He was particularly excited
about the prospect of holding a
'Student Lobby Day,' wherein
two or three busloads of
UMaine students would travel to
the state capitol to lobby for various causes. A date for this event
has not yet been scheduled.
The senate passed a few resolutions during the business part
of the meeting, including an act
to allocate $1,394 to the Alpha
Kappa Psi fraternity for purposes of attending a leadership conference in Philadelphia.
The senate also unanimously
passed a resolution to strongly
oppose LD 203, a legislative act
which seeks to prevent college
students from registering to
vote in the town where their
college is located. "It makes it
very difficult for students to
vote," Senator Steven Moran
said.
act to encourage
An
Facilities Management to repair
broken desks in the Donald P.
Corbett Business Building was
also passed during the meeting.
The senate swore in one new
senator, Michelle Newman,
who will represent the College
of Education and Human
Development. Senator Andrew
`Jac' Porter resigned his seat in
the senate. Both Chandrasekar
and Pomerleau challenged the
senate to fill its empty seats
before spring break. The senate
currently has 13 open seats.
The senate meeting closed
with a presentation of the
'Senator of the Month' award
for the months of December and
January to Senator Abtin
Mehdizadegan.
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Applications can be picked up at the
Student Government Office in the
Wade Center, Memorial Union.
Questions? Please contact Amy Grant on First Class
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BREW
From Page 1
Sean Smith of Flophouse
City
Queen
Records and
Entertainment, the promoter who
brought 3-Deep Entertainment to
Orono, said none of his performers
had complained of being mistakenly handcuffed or mistreated by
police. In fact, Smith said he hadn't even heard about the incident
until after the weekend.
"They didn't bother any of us,
so we can't really complain,"
Smith said, adding that he supported the police. "The police had a
job and they did their job."
According to Haskell, the
police frightened many of his customers."Guys had guns out everywhere," Haskell said. "It was quite
the intense situation."
"Quite frankly, I'm a little bit
miffed that Matt would throw
things out there like that,"
Duquette said. He said that Haskell
had invited several officers into his
club and was cooperative.
Duquette believes the club owner
is trying to cover for himself, an act
the Orono chief said was unnecessary.
Brown's presence was "no
reflection on Matt Haskell or the
Bear Brew Pub," Duquette said.
"It just happened to be where the
guy was playing that night."
Duquette did admit the police
grabbed a few people coming out
of the club before Brown emerged.
"This guy came in with a dozen
different guys. We didn't know
who was who." Brown had also
been charged for carrying a concealed weapon in the Portland
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area, according to Duquette, so
police weren't taking chances.
"Anybody that was outside got
approached, got grabbed, questioned real quick," Duquette
explained. "Our biggest concern
was the safety of everyone
involved."
On Monday, Brown pleaded
not guilty to charges of criminal
threatening, robbery and theft.
Brown and another man,
Melvin Gay, allegedly pulled a
gun on a Bangor man in
November 2005. Gay turned himself in two days later and implicated Brown as his accomplice. Gay
pleaded guilty to robbery and was
sentenced to seven years in prison.
Brown pleaded not guilty on
Monday and is being held in
Penobscot County Jail with bail set
at $25,000.
Smith said he was concerned
that the arrest would hurt hip-hop
shows in Maine. "I've had hundreds of shows in that area at Bear
Brew and Ushuaia. I never had an
issue like that ever."
The promoter said he doesn't
blame 3-Deep or anyone else
involved, but said he'd have to be
more cautious in the future when
booking acts.
"Where do you draw the line?
Am I going to run a background
check on every artist I book?"
Smith said he wondered if the situation would have been regarded
differently had he booked a rock
and roll act, adding that this kind
of incident could have happened
with any genre of music.
"This is the sole responsibility
of one adult," Smith said of the
arrest. "It has nothing to do with
hip-hop. It has nothing to do with
race."

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS

President Richard Pattenaude fields questions at the
Buchanan Alumni House on Tuesday afternoon.

BEST FACE FORWARD - USM

PATTENAUDE
From Page 1
sities deserve to have the same
opportunities as ... those who are
able to attend private schools," he
said.
Pattenaude also spoke about the
need for the University System to
raise awareness of itself in the
Maine community. "If we lift up
the universities' reputation," he
said,"I think the legislature will be
more willing to invest in it."
Pattenaude has many years of
experience in higher education,
having received his Ph.D. in political science from the University of

Colorado in 1974, and working as
the vice president for academic
affairs at Central Connecticut
University, associate vice president
for academic affairs and later assistant vice president for academic
affairs at State University of New
York at Binghamton and as associate dean for the College of Liberal
Arts at Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa. He has added 12
undergraduate programs, five masters level programs and two doctoral programs while serving as president of USM, among other
achievements.
During his tenure as president
of USM, Pattenaude served under
five different chancellors for the
Board of Trustees of the University

of Maine System, giving him
unique insight into the relationships between chancellors and university presidents. He stressed the
need for both to play their own specific role without interfering with
each other, as well as to cooperate
with the Board of Trustees.
On the subject of distance education, Pattenaude said that the
university was once known as a
national leader in the field, but
"we've lost that reputation."
Pattenaude said that it is necessary
to develop the distance education
resource, as well as maintain all
seven of the UMS campuses.
"Seven campuses are very
important in a rural state with
sparse population," he said.

24/7 Banking
Manage your money when

it's

convenient for you.
At UCU we understand that life gets busy and

sometimes it's not always convenient to get things
done during the day. With UCU's electronic
services you can take care of your finances when
it's best for you.
• HOME BANKING
• BILL PAYER
• ELECTRONIC STATEMENTS
• DIRECT DEPOSIT
just four ways we're helping to make your life
easier. Call or stop in today for more information
or to open an account.
Orono • Portland • Bangor
800-696-8628 • www.ucu.maine.edu
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Opportunity Lane

Innovation Center gets rolling
with small business competition
By All Shareef
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine Student
Innovation Center will sponsor the
first-ever Forest Bio-Products Small
Business Development Competition
this semester.
Individuals or teams of students
will prepare business plans for the
commercialization of innovative
ideas using materials that can be
obtained from forests.
Prizes of $5,000 for first place,
$2,500 for second place, $1,000 for
third place and a $500 encouragement award will be presented to the
top four submissions.
This money must be used by the
winning groups for business expenses.
"This is a learning process for
students," said Sheila Pendse, the
grant and program development
coordinator at the Office ofResearch
and Economic Development. "The
University gives students the
resources and encourages them to
think about being an innovative
entrepreneur irrespective of their
major," Pendse said.
Any undergraduate or graduate
student in any college or university
in Maine is eligible to participate in
the competition.
'This is a great opportunity for
entrepreneurs to get a good start on
their careers and do something
important," said Jennifer Schlick, an
intern at SIC and a senior advertising
major. "This is an opportunity to
jump start your future."
Pendse said a few examples of
forest bio-products are production of
ethanol to be used as fuel from trees
and the production of plastics.
"Many things can be made out of
trees," she said.
The SIC will host several workshops throughout the semester to

help students write commercialization plans. The first of these workshops will be held on Feb. 6. Notice
of intent for participating in the competition is due by 4 p.m, Feb. 16 at
the SIC.The plans are due by 4 p.m.
March 28. Oral presentations of the
plans will be given on April 3, and
winners will be announced on April
6.
The submissions will be evaluated by four to five judges comprised
of faculty and scientists from the
School of Business and the Forest
Bio-Products Research Project.
"Alljudges will have meaningful
experience in forest bio-products,"
Pendse said.
The money for the competition
will come from the Maine National
Science Foundation EPSCoR Small
Business Development Awards
Program. EPSCoR is short for
Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research.
According to Pendse, this will
not be the last competition. "[We
are] planning to do it every year,"
she said. Future funding for the competition will come from corporate
donors.
SIC also plans to hold events in
conjunction with Entrepreneurship
Week USA from Feb. 26 to March
1. Activities will include guest
speakers, panel discussions, and
resource exhibits. According to
Pendse, SIC has joined as a partner
to the national effort to inspire
young people to celebrate their
inventiveness and consider entrepreneurship in their career choice.
Funding for the activities this week
will come from corporate sponsors
and grants.
More information on the Forest
Bio-Products Small Business
Development Competition can be
found at the SIC's Web site
http://www.umaine.edu/innovation.

COMPETITION
TIMELINE
Feb. 6, 2007
3 - 5 p.m.
Forest Bioproducts
Business
Opportunities
Workshop
Feb. 14, 2007
3 - 5 p.m.
How to Write the
Plan Workshop
Feb. 16, 2007
Intent to compete
CAMPUS PHOTO BY JENNA LAVALLEE

March 28, 2007
Competition Plan
Due

YOU'RE HIRED — Employee hopefuls meet with business
representatives yesterday at the Career Fair in the Field
House.

April 3, 2007
3 - 5 p.m.
Oral Presentation
April 6, 2007
Winners
Announced and
Awards Given
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The Maine Campus is currently seeking.applicants for
the following positions for the 2007-8 school year:
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Editor in Chief
E-mail Matthew Conyers on FirstClass or call 581-1273 with questions. Submit completed cover letter, resume
and samples of your work to Matthew Conyers in lne Maine Campus office by .February 23.
These are paid positions.
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Student charity group
heading to Ecuador
MEDLIFE will spend Spring Break giving
communities access to education, medical care
By Emily Southwick
Copy Editor

his senior year of college living
in Ecuador and volunteering at a
local hospital. Ellis established
This March, one of the less- the group at UMaine, in associaer-known student groups on tion with the Dartmouth Medical
campus,
MEDLIFE,
or School. He explains that he has
Medicine, Education
and "always felt like people in
Development to Low Income Maine are pretty hard workers
Families Everywhere, will tray- and stand up for stuff that I think
el to Riobamba, Ecuador to part- is important. All these other uniner with poor communities to versities [around the country]
help them gain access to med- have programs that take their
ical care and education. The trip students to Latin America to
is two weeks long, and involves learn about poverty, and there
setting up daily "shop" in indi- wasn't a lot of opportunity for
vidual towns, usually inside of UMaine students to do that."
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS
He said his motivation in CONTENDER — James Applegate pitches himself to the UMaine community Wednesday
the largest school or community
building available.
establishing MEDLIFE was "a at Buchanan Alumni House.
"First, kids come [into the combination of wanting to help
shop] and we take their height people in Ecuador and conwith many students who, for tives can be argued and disand weight," explained Juan tribute to people's lives, and [to]
example, want to transfer from cussed and [people are] open to
Vanegas, a third-year microbiol- also create experiences for
the Farmington campus to change," he said.
Orono, and though the schools
ogy major and president of [UMaine] students to learn
Applegate has spent 20 years
From Page 1
are in the same system, many of in Kentucky forming diversity
MEDLIFE at the University of about poverty."
Maine."Then they go to the doeThe student trip in March lish relationship[s], that's the their credits do not transfer, initiatives for the campuses
tor, and the dentist, and then will be followed up by another context in which we can move extending a four-year bache- there to ensure minorities have
lor's degree program into five access to higher education,
they go to the
two-week trip forward."
As fellow candidate Warren years for many students. He keeping those already enrolled,
pharmacy, and
to
Riobamba
in
"I was always lookingfor
they get whatApril by pro- Fox emphasized last week, wants to create some way of by providing them with the necever they need. something thatIcould fessionals from Applegate believes colleges determining course equivalen- essary funding and supplying a
We're providEastern Maine need more partnerships with K- cies and a system for students to diverse faculty that students
put some time [into], Medical 12 schools. He cited the statistic go online and find out which from all backgrounds
ing health care;
can relate
just a check thatI thought would
Center, includ- that only 18 percent of ninth classes will or will not transfer to. He believes instituting these
be
up."
ing nurses, a graders in the United States end between schools, and that sys- plans would work for the
Vanegas is
worthwhile."
surgeon, and an up with a college degree. tem must be as seamless as pos- University of Maine as well.
very active in
anesthesiolo- "Somehow we lose 82 [out of sible for students.
One of his final points advothe group and
Concerned faculty members cated a hands-on learning
Juan Vanegas gist. After the every 100] of them on the way,"
speaks passionThird year two missions he said. Financial aid could be mentioned a lack of diversity approach. He knew his son
ately
about
Microbiology are complete, part of the problem, and among students, as well as would "be bored to tears" if he
MEDLIFE's
MEDLIFE will Applegate criticized the system, undergraduate and graduate fac- sat through hours of someone
work. During
spend the rest saying it "ensures many stu- ulty. Applegate acknowledged talking at him, and said he does
his first medical trip, in May of the year fundraising to build a dents won't get through."
the problem, pointing out that not feel that college students
He is also concerned about Maine is one of the least diverse should be put through it either.
2005, Vanegas met a boy named permanent clinic in Riobamba.
Darwin who was diagnosed as
Ellis encourages students to connections between the uni- states in the country.
Applegate said he wants to offer
having a congenital heart defect get involved and become edu- versity branches in the system.
"A university should be a different types of learning enviby a nurse on the trip. Coming cated about the subject of Applegate says he has talked place where multiple perspec- ronments.
from a poor family, Darwin had poverty. He said that he and
no chance at affording the sur- Vanegas want to propose the
gery, but MEDLIFE teams creation of a new minor in
raised the funds necessary.
social inequalities and internaVanegas traveled from Orono tional health care at UMaine.
to Quito, Ecuador in May 2006 There are currently no definite
to be with Darwin during his plans, but Ellis said they are
heart surgery. He recalled the working toward it, and the idea
trust-building process he and the is one more thing that they are
MEDLIFE team had to go doing in an effort to further
through to reassure Darwin's their cause.
family that they would be able
"I was always looking for
to help him, and that they were something that I could put some
not stealing their money and time [into], that I thought would
taking advantage of them before be worthwhile,"- Vanegas said
by performing unnecessary sur- about MEDLIFE and their projgeries, as some doctors had ects.
As low as S350 monthly per person
done to poor people in the area
"I feel sort of a connection
Efficiencies, I., 2,3,4,5 & 6 bedrooms
before. Vanegas remembers hav- with the people, because I'm
ing dinner with Darwin's family from Columbia, which is right
after the surgery and hearing the above [Ecuador], so I felt like I
wanted to give back to the area
gratitude in their voices.
"Thank you so much, we did- I'm from."
Paige Marshall, a junior at
n't know whether to trust you or
not, but we had no other UMaine, is participating in the
choice," one family member March trip as well, which will
be her first with MEDLIFE. She
was quoted as saying.
Aside from working with is also part of a fundraising
extreme cases like Darwin, event being held at the Isaac
MEDLIFE helps the people of Farrar Mansion on Feb. 9.
"It will be the first time
Ecuador gain the necessary
knowledge to bring them up to MEDLIFE has put on an event
date on health information they to introduce ourselves to the
Greater Bangor Area," Marshall
might not know otherwise.
Website: www.kananagernentinc.com
"The purpose of the missions explains. The event will include
is to support that education a cash bar, appetizers and a
throughout the whole year," silent auction. For more information on the fundraiser, conVanegas said.
MEDLIFE was founded by tact
Paige
Marshall
on
Nick Ellis in 2005 after he spent FirstClass.

APPLEGATE

Apartments & Houses

For Rent

Orono & Old Town

Available June Pt & September It

KC Management
69 Main Street. Orono

ph: 866-7027

Check out our website for
locations and prices.
THE NICE ONES GO EARLY,'

GSS
a no-show at
council forum
The General Student Senate
has frequently complained
about the Orono Town Council.
Last year, it voted to endorse
William
Vice
President
Pomerleau's resolution to
"vehemently condemn" the
council for its handling of the
Ushuaia liquor license issue.
However, when the town
council came to the university
on Monday night for an open
forum with students, not a single
member of Student Government
attended. Vehement condemnation, it seems, ended at 7 p.m.
last Monday.
This is unfortunate. The role
of the General Student Senate
should be to serve as our representatives. The senate has wasted a rare opportunity to speak
out on behalf of the student
body to a group that has a direct
influence on the lives of students, from the Ushuaia issue to
future zoning laws.
Establishing relationships
with local government is an
important responsibility of
GSS. By neglecting to attend
this event, the senate sends a
message to the town council
that students can afford to be
ignored.

SOAP BOX

A
Opinion•Editorial
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Who is
Lt. Watada?
U.S. officer
being unjustly
court-martialed

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
The name of Lt. Ehren
Watada may be unfamiliar to you
— he hasn't received much
media attention. Who is Ehren
Watada? And why is it important
that you know his story? His
story is important because it
affects all of us. He is a true
patriot who loves his country,
and is committed to defending
the Constitution of the United
States.
Lt. Ehren Watada is the first
commissioned officer to refuse
his orders to go to war in Iraq.
He is facing a court-martial trial
on Monday, Feb. 5 and, if convicted, could go to prison for
four years — previously six
years, but two charges against
him have recently been dropped.
He believes that the current
occupation of Iraq is illegal and
something out of a bad Jimmy immoral, and as an officer
With the Super Bowl on the
Kimmel bit. I can get blood believes that it would be criminal
horizon, what better time is
clots and internal bleeding from for him to lead his unit into a war
there to delve into the mystifythis allergy medication? Pass that he believes is illegal.
ing world of television comthe tissues — I'll take my
mercials? After all, it was witty
Ehren Watada's story begins
chances with itchy eyes and the at Hawaii Pacific University,
banter aimed at getting you to
sniffles.
buy stuff that propelled the
where he was a senior in the
The thing that takes the cake spring of 2003. Watada was a
National Football League's
SPORTS EDITOR
is the advertising of drugs in finance major, and graduated
ultimate slugfest past the championships of other leagues into tune of catchy music as you the first place. The last thing a magna cum laude. The war in
doctor needs is a patient full of Iraq had just begun, and Watada,
the pop culture Mecca we know frolic among the lilies.
Researchers discovered that ideas, diagnosing him or her- like many Americans, believed
today.
Today, I'm not going to most of the ads didn't mention self with prescriptions ready- that Iraq posed a real threat to the
focus on talking penguins, how problematic or common a made. Personally, I think a doc- United States, had WMDs and
frogs, lizards or horses hawk- given disease is, or alternative tor should be making all the was connected to Sept. 11.
ing beer, or the endless war treatments. In general, they decisions for me. If I need some
He entered the U.S. Army
between Coke and Pepsi. I real- were bad for consumers. My pills, it ought to be up to the officer candidate program folguy in the white coat who spent lowing graduation to pursue a
ly like those ads and heaping response? No kidding.
The friendly folks at Pfizer 12 years studying medicine career in the military. Watada
piles of praise on them just
have been taking us for a ride rather than an ad exec with a served in Korea in 2003 and
wouldn't be my style.
The target of my venom has for years. I don't even know two-year associate's degree 2004, earned the rank of lieuactually been a pet peeve of where to begin. On one hand, from Husson who's more con- tenant, and received excellent
mine, brought to light this week the notion that people have to cerned with Catching the next reviews of his work by his supeby the commercial focus of the explain erectile dysfunction episode of "My Boys" than rior officers. In 2005, Lt. Watada
Super Bowl and the release of a and sexually transmitted dis- with my white blood cell count. and his unit returned to the
Raging stereotypes aside, United States, and were stationed
recent study on America's pre- eases to kids subjected to these
scription drug industry.
inane commercials is as sick as could anything be more annoy- in Ft. Lewis, Wash. Lt. Watada
You've seen them time and it is awkward. Then again, ing to a doctor than a patient knew that his unit would eventutime again — the ads for drugs there's that scary voice at the who comes in with the sniffles ally be deployed to Iraq, and he
to give you a four-hour erec- end of all these ads that rattles and has diagnosed some horn - began to study as much as he
tion, make you happy and gen- off side effects with a booming
See WATADA on page 9
See DOCTOR on page 9
erally end all suffering to the indifference that sounds like

It's time to see a doctor...

UM campus
Erectile dysfunction commercials neglect side effects
becomes
summons-free
to
the
Congratulations
University of Maine for its
exemplary behavior: Not a single summons was handed out
on campus from Sunday to
Wednesday night.
There may have been a
referral and a prank or two, but
absolutely no summonses.
Perhaps this will be the start
of a new exponential trend of
good deeds at the university.
Rather than drunken noise
complaints in Police Beat, we
may start reporting on wellgroomed gentlemen shoveling
snow out of the driveways of
the elderly.
Perhaps the week after that,
taps will run dry as students
leave the bars and flock to the
library to catch up on studying.
While this lack of criminal
activity is not unheard of on
campus, it certainly is rare. So
why stop now, UMaine?
Perhaps we can go for the
longest time span without an
arrest in UMaine history.

Letters to the editor
Letters to the editor should be 110
longer than 30(.) words in length and
should include the author's
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DOCTOR
From Page 8
ble, rarer-than-rare condition
after a little surfing on the
Inter-Web? I know how much it
bothers Greg House.
This is where my mom —
thanks for reading, ma — is
thinking that an informed
patient is crucial in today's
medicine. I think that's the
biggest problem of all. We
can't trust our doctors anymore. There have been so many
stories of missed diagnoses,
malpractice lawsuits and other
horrors that people can't afford
not to read up on their conditions. Healthcare has been
taken hostage by corrupt companies that drive drug prices

WATADA
From Page 8
could to prepare himself and his
unit for deployment.
During Lt. Watada's studies of
the situation in Iraq, he discovered that much of the information
used to justify the U.S. occupation of Iraq was, at best, misrepresented and, at worst, manufactured and manipulated. It has
been proven that Iraq had no
WMDs and no involvement with
Sept. 11.
Lt. Watada, after a year of
research and reflection, decided
to resign his commission in early
2006. Prior to receiving his official deployment orders to Iraq, Lt.
Watada attempted to resign twice,
and twice his resignation was not
accepted. He offered to serve in
Afghanistan instead, and was
denied. His unit was called for
deployment in summer 2006, and
he refused to go.
Lt.
Watada
has
said,
"Although I have tried to resign
out of protest, I am forced to participate in a war that is manifestly illegal. As the order to take
part in an illegal act is ultimately

THt

through the roof. Stories about
insurance companies taking the
cheap way out continue to surface. People feel like they have
to be in control of their own
care and these commercials are
playing off of that feeling.
The more I think about it,
I'm not sure what bugs me
more — the fact that people
fall victim to these ads, that
companies are taking advantage of the failing system, or
the state of healthcare in general.
All in all, you pharmaceutical people have me fed up, a
little sad, pretty disenfranchised and somewhat sick to
my stomach. You guys got anything for that?
Matt Williams thinks commercials should be as childproof as pill bottles.

unlawful as well, I must as an
officer of honor and integrity
refuse that order. It is my duty
not to follow unlawful orders and
not to participate in things that I
find morally reprehensible."
The U.S. government is trying
to make an example of Lt.
Watada. If he is convicted, it
will silence the voices of many
who will be too scared to speak.
There is so much more to Lt.
Watada's story, and I encourage
you to go to the Web site
http://www.ltwatada.org to find out.
Please support his right to refuse to
go to war. Our right to free speech
and dissent as U.S. citizens can no
longer be taken for granted. It is up
to us to fight for these rights before
they are taken away. Thank you Lt.
Watada for your bravery and for
standing up for your convictions.
May your story and your struggle
be an inspiration to us all.
There will be a vigil held at 7
p.m. Monday, Feb. 5 between
Fogler Library and Memorial
Union. Events are being held all
over the country on this date to
show support for Lt. Watada as
he faces trial.
Diane Kay is a second-year
graduate student in the UMaine
School of Social Work.

Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down

•Ryan Reynolds
• Metacritic
• The clssic Windows 95
• UMAine's Kevin Reed
04ingo Shiina
• Martin Henderson
• Rotten Tomatoes
• The new Windows Vista
• Bo Jackson
• Ringo Starr

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.
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Blowing smoke up Bangor's ordinance
Government can't place laws on being rude
Lewis Grizzard once fondly
described cigarettes as "little
rewards" which he would give
himself 20 to 40 times a day. He
went on to describe how annoying
pretentious, holier-than-thou nonsmokers are, and how much he
hated them, until he quit smoking
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
and became one himself. I submit
to you, gentle reader, on the basis smoking around young children
of his Jan. 29 column that Tony illegal. Which is all fine and well,
Reaves is such a person.
except that it's a massive violation
Oh, sure he says he means of our rights as American citizens.
well. Reaves states in his article And I'll tell you why: because
that he is concerned for the health there is no way to legislate stanand well-being of asthmatics and dards of decency. Blowing smoke
young children. He wants us all to in someone's face isn't an act of
be considerate, and to refrain from cruelty or aggression. It's just
endangering the health of others rude. You can't make being rude
by subjecting them to second- illegal, because in nearly every
hand smoke. He just wants what's case, no two people will agree on
best.
what constitutes a rude person.
But what you don't know is Besides, we have the right to be
that he is actually a militant non- rude and obnoxious if we want to.
smoker, and probably a Nazi. Oh Freedom of speech and all that
yes, gentle reader. Don't be afraid nonsense, and what have you.
Reaves also said that subjectof the truth. He is trying to trample
the constitutionally protected, ing people to second-hand smoke
God-given rights of American cit- is a serious health risk, and that it
izens by not allowing them to is taking away his right not to be a
smoke in their own cars when chil- smoker, which is obviously true.
dren are present for the paltry rea- Because, clearly, he has no other
son that science has statistically option than to walk past the pershown a high incidence of lung- son who is smoking, and deeply
related health problems and bacte- inhale the second-hand smoke he
rial infections among young chil- objects to breathing. It's not as
dren exposed to second-hand though people have the option of
smoke.
not breathing for periods of up to
Tony Reaves wants to make two minutes without serious or

even mild effects to their health,
nor are they capable of seeing
things like people smoking far
ahead of them and, by some magical process, devising a path of
travel in advance so as to avoid
such things. So we must concede
this point to Reaves, and suggest
that all smokers stand in the middle of a large field when smoking,
so as not to unduly inconvenience
anyone.
All joking aside, legislating
peoples' ability to smoke in a car
when a minor is present is an
invasion of privacy, and is pretty
nearly impossible to enforce to
boot. Besides, I understand that
those panes of glass which surround the vehicle do, in fact, slide
in various directions to permit the
free flow of clean air, thus negating the need for this piece of legislation in the first place.
Any responsible parent will
crack the window when they're
lighting up, and if they don't, I
imagine that child services can find
a variety of other reasons to arrest
them. If you don't like second-hand
smoke, stay away from smokers.
Most smokers are nice people,
and if you ask them not to smoke
in front of your building or inside
your car, they won't. Passing legislation like this is at least as rude
as blowing smoke in your face.
Brian Sylvester smokes eight
packs a day out ofspite.

Very Superstitious Bowl
Theories proven false for that special Sunday
Super Bowl Sunday is this
to support this theory such as
weekend, which means millions
Linda Grovo of the Boston
of people will settle down in
Globe, who said she had never
front of the television for hours
seen such a study, seem to refute
on end, drinking beer and putthis theory surrounding Super
ting all of that weight they startBowl Sunday. Chances are one
ed to lose as part of their New
who abuses his significant other
Year's resolutions back on.
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS would do so more often than one
This day is epic for football
day a year.
fans as well as those who are not end among the irrational football
Even a myth that over 10 milfans—tune in to see the commer- fans is that "sewage systems lion barrels of beer are sold for
cials. This is a day of modern have broken down due to the the Super Bowl has generated
American mythology when tremendous amount of toilets skepticism among the leading
heroes triumph and losers com- being flushed during halftime." beer producing companies who
plain that the referees sucked. There has never been any scien- say that it's not only impossible
While this day is engulfed by its tific proof that shows any type of to track beer sales for one day,
fame, it also generates some of correlation
between
major but if you assume one-third of
the greatest lies.
sewage systems failing and half- all Americans drink beer while
According to some supersti- time. The Super Bowl organizers watching the game, that's roughtious business savvy fans, "If an spend millions of dollars trying ly .145 cases of beer for one perold AFL team wins the game,the to get into people's heads and son to drink.
stock market will decline during present them with a halftime
Though the Super Bowl genthat calendar year. If an original they'll enjoy.
erates a lot of myths, perhaps
NFL team wins, the Dow Jones
Sure, with Prince leading the some truth lies beneath all of the
industrial average will rise." halftime show this year there fizzle generated by Super Bowl
This prediction has proven to be will probably be more people madness. A firm known as
up to 90 percent accurate — as flushing than ever, but this Kronos, which studies workfar as the first 31 Super Bowls superstition dates back' to the force related issues, predicts that
go — but don't bet your life sav- 1930s, when sewage lines broke roughly 5 percent of all workers
ings on it.
during radio commercials of a will call in with a case of Super
Due to teams such as the popular show. The idea of Bowl-itis, which seems to be a
Denver Broncos and New everyone going to the bathroo terrible epidemic with symptoms
England Patriots, this figure has — let alone flushing — at once, that include laziness, fatigue and
dropped to around 80 percent is nothing more than the play- a slight hangover costing comaccording to economic figures, fulness of the human mind at panies hundreds of millions of
which hopefully has put this leg- work.
dollars in lost productivity.
end to rest. While 80 percent
It is also predicted that during
Perhaps it's about time
accuracy isn't anything to Super Bowl Sunday, more Congress made the day after the
sneeze at, we have to consider women are subject to domestic Super Bowl a national holiday?
that this is nothing more than a violence than on any other day. While these legends add flavor
strange series of events. What It is believed that women's to this day, let's hope that fans
possible ties could the Super groups have spread incorrect can separate the super bull from
Bowl have with the stock mar- data nationwide and that this the Super Bowl.
ket?
"day of dread" is nothing more
Justin Chase is a second-year
Another favorite urban leg- thacma.iwax. ccri4iPPgivksitgcl .Rsychylimy major„

go.

Inside
Parties • How to throw a
Super Bowl party — or
die trying. Page 13
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MUSIC
The Frequency
The Napper Tandies
Celtic Folk-Punk
Thursday, Feb. 1
8 p.m.
Memorial Union
Free
Jazz in the Union
Lidral Duo
Thursday, Feb. 1
4:15 p.m.
Bear's Den
Free
Jack's Wild
"Narcissistic Blues Rock"
Saturday, Feb. 3
10 p.m.
Woodman's
21+
Soundbender, Laetus, More
Metal and Punk
Saturday, Feb. 3
7 p.m.
Underground in Bangor
All ages, $10
Turtle Island & Assad Brothers
Sunday, Feb. 4
3 p.m.
MCA
$35.00

CAMPUS PHOTOS BY SARAH BIGNEY

Fiddler Tom Judge discusses the next song to perform with Susan Groce and Isaac Chittenden.

Pread

Java Jive: "The Project"
Tuesday, Feb.6
8 p.m.
Memorial Union
Free

By Rebecca Soucy
For The Maine Campus

ART
Waponahki Student Art Show
8 a.m.
Hudson Museum
Free
"Witty, Sexy, Gimmicky"
British Pop Art, more
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
University of Maine Museum
of Art
$3, Free w/ Maine Card

MOVIES
Peace and Justice Film Series
"The Torture Question"
Thursday, Feb. 1
7:00 p.m.
140 Little Hall
Free
Kickin' Flicks
"The Prestige"
Friday, Feb. 2
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Bangor Room
Free

COMEDY
Maine Attraction
Alex House
Friday, Feb. 2
9 p.m.
Memorial Union

If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Etyk Salvaggio on FirstClass.

the Jam

Every week, talented local
musicians perform together
at Woodman's Bar and Grill

t may appear to be a typical evening at
Woodman's Bar and Grill. People relax,
filtering in for a bite to eat and their favorite
cold beer, with chatter and laughter coming
from the bar and the scattered tables surrounding
it. Light acoustic music fills the dimly lit room
from speakers on the walls.
But every Monday night, something is different. There is a sense of mounting excitement
for the local talent of the night It seems like
everyone is waiting for University of Maine
Dakota,studying to be just that."I woke up one
music major Isaac Chittenden.
morning ... and I couldn't picture myself in the
"People always call and ask if we have live
cockpit," Chittenden said. Like many people
music, or they come by for a band on Saturday
his age, Chittenden had no idea what he wantnight and ask what's going on. This is definitely
ed to do next. He would get an idea when he
a part of the local scene," said Mark Grimes, a
traveled to Spain and heard fiddlers at the local
manager at Woodman's Grill.
pub. This musical beauty amazed Chittenden,
That sense of a local scene is,a part of the
and he wanted more.
atmosphere before the music even begins. As
With no Irish background and never having
the room fills up with people packing tightly
played a musical instrument, Chittenden starttogether, Chittenden makes his way over to the
ed playing fiddle just four years ago. He travcorner. He takes out his fiddle while two friends,
eled to Nova Scotia and Cape Breton to attend
Tom Judge and Susan Groce, UMaine's art
folk festivals. His new talent blossomed into a
department chair, join him with their own fidpassion. Chittenden laughingly said he coulddles. Both musicians have the experience of
n't describe the joy he gets from playing. "It's
playing in Ireland and Scotland. Instantly, all
my addiction."
three are tuning up and getting ready to play.
Chittenden took this passion and decided to
What were three players soon turns into eight,
get the community involved. He picked
creating a big circle in the corner. There are two
Woodman's as the spot to jam, and everything
guitarists, Colin McGovern — another UMaine
else fell right into place."The jam has evolved.
student — and Kevin Junkins. Four play on the
The first stage was Irish with some bluegrass ...
fiddle — Tavi Merrill, Chittenden, Judge and
the second stage was all bluegrass. And now,it
Groce. Ian Beeuwkes, the last of the eight, is
is all Irish traditional and contra," Chittenden
Colin McGovern and others perplaying the wooden box he sits on.
said."Thejam is a sharing experience and real"Woodman's is so great because ... the gath- form at the Monday night Jam sesly about the community ... It is enthusiastic and
a great learning environment"
ering of musicians is always improvised, or at sion.
least has the feeling that it is," said regular patron
Groce and Judge, Chittender.'
-ds and
Tracy Allen. "With a guy with his guitar or sip of Guinness, knowing exactly where the fellow fiddlers, echoed this sentiment. "It's
woman with her fiddle showing up mid-session perfect sound lies. Chittenden closes his eyes really informal," Groce said. Judge agreed,
and joining in. And, where I'm just back from some but keeps them open to see the talent that saying he doesn't know who will show or
Northern Ireland,the music — even more than surrounds him.
when."Sometimes there is only three or four of
that, the place — brings me back to good memThis scene is the famous jam session that us playing."
ories of traditional music that's ultimately root- started two years ago. Woodman's Bar and
Chittenden is currently in his senior year at
ed in a really warm community."
Grill was the spot, located on Main Street, in UMaine. When asked about the future of the
By 11 p.m., the bar is full of onlookers. downtown Orono.
jam, Chittenden said he hopes it will keep
Everyone is getting into the music and not
"Everything has to have a center ... Isaac is going. After graduation, he plans to start a new
afraid to tap their feet or bob their heads to the the center," Judge said. However,if you asked stage of his life somewhere outside of Orono.
beat. The players also become very expressive Chittenden, this jam session was not part of What he has done for this community will
and more relaxed. Groce and Judge close their any childhood aspiration.
never be forgotten, though — Chittenden starteyes,seeming to feel the music. Merrill taps his
Chittenden spent his life thinldng he wanted ed a tradition that will live on at Woodman's
feet on a wooden board as McGovern adds to be a pilot. After finishing high school, he and in the memory of Orono's musical comlyrics. Beeuwkes taps his box while grabbing a found himself at the University of North munity.
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Java Jive launches
whole new 'Project'

Podcast

By Jennifer Bashford
Copy Editor

CAMPUS PHOTO OLENA TRYMAYLO

ADAM AND DAN — Java Jive's annual acoustic competition The Project" launched
Tuesday night in Memorial Union.

Raise your pints to
the Napper Tandies

Java Jive opened the first of four
rounds of "The Project," the
University of Maine's very own
musical talent contest Tuesday. Long
awaited, it proved to be another
enjoyable yet varied night ofacoustic
music.
Each act was limited to 15 minutes and was assessed by two judges
for originality, sound, audience reaction and stage presence. The top two
scorers ofeach round will go through
to the semi-final on April 11, from
which the final four will progress to
the finale on April 24.
Tyler Irish opened the night with
his mellow, alternative blend of guitar and vocals. Split across only two
songs,Irish's instrumental focus provided a wide range of sounds, with
his effects pedal making a brief
appearance toward the end of the act.

Adam Perron followed, singing
his more upbeat songs with a country
tone. Although his voice was softer,
he made up for this with impressive
solo work on the guitar. Perron was
joined by a friend on guitar and
vocals for his third and final song, a
funkier number which showed off
his partner's strong voice and tea;
tured Perron on bass.
successfully
Havas
Nick
squeezed five songs into his 15minute slot and gave a well-polished, confident performance. Selfdescribed as "unconventional,"
Navas showed off an impressive
scope of music, ranging from intricate folk tunes to French ballads,
and even included "Weird Al"
Yankovic-style comedy songs. His
strong voice and effortless stage
presence ellicited a great reaction
from the audience.
See JIVE on Page 12

MOVIEREVIEW

Union to host Portland celt-punk rockers
By Eryk Salvagglo
Style Editor
It's difficult to tell whether Portland's Napper Tandies bring &punk Pack
sensibility to traditional Celtic music,or if they bring traditional Celtic music
to punk rock. But for anyone who thinks"punk" and "Celtic pipes" are mutually exclusive, this band is bound to make you reconsider.
Irish folk has influenced punk bands since 1985, when the Pogues'"Rum,
Sodomy and the Lash" broke into the UK Top 40 without losing a shred of
credibility. These days,folk punk has emerged as its own genre, with bands
like Defiance, Ohio leading an underground music scene whose energy
betrays its obscurity.
"We try to involve the crowd as much as possible," said Napper Tandies'
See TANDIES on Page 13

WMEBTop20
PHOTO OBTAINED FROM IMDB.COM

1 SHINS•Wincing The Night Away
2 MEZZANINE OWLS•Slingshot Echoes
3 MODEST MOUSE•"Dashboard"[Single]
4 ARCADE ARE•Black Mirror Single
5 OF MONTREAL• Hissing Fauna, Are You The Destroyer?

INDEPENDENT WOMEN — Beyonce struts her stuff in the critically acclaimed
"Dreamgirls," which is up for eight Oscar nominations.
"Dreamglrls"
Paramount
Dec.25,2006
•••••

6 FAINTEST IDEAS• What Goes Up Must Calm Down
7 STREET DOGS• Fading American Dream
8 F—ED UP• Hidden World
9 DETACHMENT KIT•As If You Weren't Cold [EP]
10 DAMIEN RICE•9
11 THE BLOW • Paper Television
12 GREY DOES MATTER •Your Job Will Kill You
13 BRIGGS•Back To Higher Ground
14 DIE HEIDEROOSJES• Royal to the Bone
15 SPEEDS•Sing It Loud
16 MATT AND KIM'. Matt And Kim
17 THE DRAFT• In A Million Pieces
18 BLOC PARTY•"I Still Remember'[Single]
19 MXPX•Lets Rock•Side One Dummy
20 LOVE ME NOTS• In Black and White
Tune in to your campus radio station, WMEB 91.9,
Redefining the alternative.

My goal in seeing the eight-times Academy Award
nominated "Dreamgirls" was to grit my skeptical teeth,
get through it, and write a review to inform the campus
community about what I had pegged as a way overhyped film.
Fast-forward an hour and a half later, three-fourths
through the story, and I was fighting myself over giving this movie five stars. I entered the theater planning
on a lackluster two. I gradually moved on to feeling
that it was an average three. Then,I realized I couldn't
do it justice without a solid four. Finally, there was no
way around it: "Dreamgirls" is a five-star film.
Skeptics,keep reading. I tried convincing several of
my friends — friends that actually love musicals — of
how fantastic "Dreamgirls" is. They hissed and
sneered, as you may be doing now. Let me annihilate
your concerns and hopefully steer you to the correct
path,the path that will take you to see this film and root
for it in at least several of its deserving categories at the
Oscars.
Don't like Beyonce? Don't worry about it.
Although American Idol loser Jennifer Hudson (I don't
watch the show,but how in the hell did she lose,exactly?)is a nominee for Best Supporting Actress — in her

big screen debut, nonetheless — she and Beyonce
share equal screen time. Hudson is amazing, vocally
and emotionally. Beyonce's not bad, either. Believe
me,I'm right there with you punching myself in the
ears the first time she says"to the left, to the left" in that
lame new song, but she didn't bother me one bit in this
film. You can't deny that she, along with every other
performer in "Dreamgirls," has impressive and entertaining vocal chops.
Don't like musicals? Don't worry about that either,
I'd say. "Dreamgirls," though adapted from a 1981
Broadway show, reminded me of the "biographical
musicals" seen in recent years with "Walk the Line"
and "Ray." The film is based loosely on the rocky history of Motown act The Supremes. It includes other
fictional bits that tread close to musical history — ranging from Ridie Murphy's Jimmy "Thunder" Early, a
surefire James Brown knockoff, to a comically close
impression of the Jackson 5. Keep an ear out for the
'hey girl,I think I love ya,' ripped directly from the J5's
tune"ABC."
The film, divided into two distinct halves— thank
the Broadway show's two acts for that — is in the vein
of"Forrest Gump"or "Casino" in that its story spans a
time period so full of events and changes that the audience feels they are there for every minute of the
decade-plus tale. Also in the tradition of the two aforementioned films, "Dreamgirls" takes its historical
background and injects fascinating events and riveting
See DREAM on Page 12
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CDREVIEWS
Anais Mitchell
"The Brightness"
Righteous Babe Records
Feb. 13, 2007

official stamp of approval from my desk.
Her song "Hades and Persephone" backs
up her fresh approach to the telling of old
stories.
If Greek Mythology alone doesn't get
In the vast arena of "pour your heart your juices flowing, the lyrics in "The
out" songstress-poets, you're best off if Brightness" are flecked with narration
you can be recognized in conversations and allusions that are clever, candid,
by your first name only. I've had many a evocative and almost consistently sexy.
The track "Shenandoah" is definitely a
conversation where a
treasure in the sensual
patchouli-smelling lass
attention it gives a lost
brought up news about
lover. The wandering
Ani or Joni as though
minstrel sensibility of
she were discussing her
this album is backed up
dearest friend.
by the simplicity of the
Nevertheless, to the
instrumentals, relying
same population of
mainly
on
various
righteous grrls and
acoustic string instrumenwomyn, there is a pretals and virtually no perset identification with
cussion.
Anais Nin. Thus,
The ubiquitous comAnais Mitchell, the
parison to Ani DiFranco is
fledgling newcomer to
almost unavoidable, as it is
Ani DiFranco's Righteous
Babe label, is charged with the high and for almost any girl with an acoustic guitar
mighty task of "bringing it," as they say, act. Mitchell does admit to Ani's influon her third and most recent album,"The ence on her formative development, saying of the label's initial attention "If you
Brightness."
So, does she bring it? The 25-year-old knew what Ani DiFranco meant to me as
Vermont native is certainly very likable a young woman and a young songwriter
on a personal level. Any seasoned world ... well, I was simultaneously elated and
traveler who aspires to stage a folk opera in total disbelief. It seemed too good to be
based on the myth of Eurydice gets an
See MITCHELL on Page 13

JIVE
From Page 11
Up next, Joshua Hiatt presented his passionate blend of
Christian rock. He sang four mostly upbeat songs with his guitar,
including "Don't Lose Your Soul"
and "Reborn." While explaining
the spiritual background of his
songs, Hiatt was brimming with
enthusiasm on stage, which was
clearly reflected in his music.
"Johnny Rainfield," the performing name of duo Carl Hansen
and Zac Maclntyre, closed the
first round with their infusion of

The Good,the Bad and The
Queen
Self-titled
Pariophone
Jan. 22,2007
Former Blur frontman Damon Albam
apparently has a thing for forming super
groups from unlikely sources. Damon's first
group of this sort was the
Gorillaz, a band that more
or less consisted ofanimated apes drawn by "Tank
Girl," comic illustrator
Jamie Hewlett.
This time around,
even the straight-up band
roster reads like a music
snob's vision of the
Super Friends. You've
got Albam getting cozy
with Paul Simonon,former bassist for seminal
'70s punk-rockers The Clash,
Simon Tong, guitarist for '90s Brit-rockers
The Verve, and Tony Allen, the 66-year-old
drummer who pioneered Afrobeat alongside
Fela Kuti. Oh, and it's all produced by
Danger Mouse, who made his name producing last year's radio hit, "Crazy," for Gnarls
Barkley.
With that lineage, this baby had better get
those maracas shaking like nobody's dirty

with microphones, pickups and
feedback. While some acts were
able to continue unphased, it was
clear that some of the performances were affected by the distractions.
Next week, Java Jive brings
Boston-based singer Tim Blanc to
campus. The next qualifying
round of 'The Project' will take
place on Feb. 13, and the competition will run throughout the
Spring Semester on every other
Tuesday evening, at 8 p.m. in the
North Pod of Memorial Union.
Contact Jessica Bishop on
FirstClass or the Campus
Activities Board for more information.

classical piano and acoustic guitar.
MacIntyre's vocals on the opening
and final songs echoed something
of Coldplay's Chris Martin, while
"Perfect World," with Hansen's
stronger voice, displayed more of
a folk style. They ended the
evening on an impressive performance of distinctive music.
At the end of the evening, the
successful
qualifiers
were
announced with some surprising
results: Joshua Hiatt and "Johnny
Rainfield" will go through to perform again at the semi-final on
April 11.
Unfortunately, the evening
was scattered with technical difficulties that included problems

ONIEN .1REN'T GUINFA PIGS
So %t by do they treat us like laboratory animals?
Tiw averav American wor.lad t lifetime risk ofdeveloping breast cancer has climbed from t in
ig en 1070 to I n 7 r. COOn. Cane.ar authorities expect nearly 275.000 total cases and 41,0(0
deaths this year
What has changed in the last balf-eentury?
Women have been sold 4 bill Of goods! Cancer-causing, combined
oral contraceptives(COCO aral surgical abortions have been sold to
women at 'reproductive health.' even though cancer experts have
known for many years that increased childbearing, starting before age
24. significantly reduces breast cancer risk. COC's • including rings,
patches. isneetables and implantables - are synthetic anabolic sex steroid hormones that build breast tissue. They are the same kind of steroids'illegally used by athletes to build muscle, but they are of the female, not the male type. Both types cause liver cancer The World
Health Organization reports that COC's also cause breast and cervical cancer,
Why didn't cancer fundraising businesses tell women?
Several leaders of these organizations were formerly asiociated with Planned Parenthood, the
National Abortion Rights Action League or the American Civil Liberties Union. According to
news reports, the Susan G. Kamen Breast Cancer Foundation gives funds to Planned Parenthood!
BREAST CANCER RATES CLIMBED SHARPLY ON THEIR WATCH!
The tobacco-cancer link might have been covered up indefinitely if Big Tobacco's executives
had done what Big Abortion's feminists are doing - sitting on the boards ofcancer fiindraising
organizations.

business. The album delivers, but not in the
way fans of Gorillaz or Gnarls Barkley
might expect. Instead of relying on the hiphop fusion that drove his last project into the
sales stratosphere, Albam and company create an album that incorporates the disparate
elements of each player's given super power
and transforms it into a delightfully organic,
gimmick-free album of solid listening.
Light guitar work with fuzzy textures
make the album feel, at
times, like an unlikely
remix album of songs
by indie-country troubadours Two Gallants.
Despite its high production
values, the sound is still
raw at the appropriate
times, working to the benefit of songs like "Behind the
Sun," a tropicalismo-influenced beach lullaby.
While listeners could
probably discern each member's unique contribution, at no point does
the album lose any sense of its own internal
integrity. The real surprise here is that an
album so drenched in psychedelic sunshine
would see a February release, when its
sounds are destined to serve as the soundtrack to air conditioning everywhere come
June.

DiCaprio and Jackman
are true men ofthe year
Modern
Man

By Joel Crabtree
Legendary singer-songwriter
Clarence Carter once asked his listeners,"What makes a man a man?"
To this day, Carter's question is still
viewed as one of the great mysteries
of the modem man. If Carter were
alive today, in January 2007,I would
like to think that he would ask me,
"In 2006, what made a man a man?"
which is a more complicated question than anyone may realize.
Is it about drinking energy drinks
and eating meatball subs nearly
every day? It might be, but I highly
doubt it What makes a man is his
quality of work. It is also based in the
quantity of work that a man produces. It can be found in movies,
music, millwork or any profession.
For instance, 2006 brought us two
strong actors who bullied their way
into the headlines of 2006. Those
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men were Leonardo DiCaprio and
Hugh Jackman.
DiCaprio and Jackman both had
stunning years in their own way.
DiCaprio because of the quality of
work he put out, and Jackman
because of the quantity of work he
did. Now,I know what many people
might be thinking right now —
"Hugh Jackman? I can think of a lot
of better actors in 2006 than Hugh
Jackman." Well, you might be on to
something. Jackman,though, had six
leading roles in 2006, including providing his voice for two animated
films. Jacicman was the star of four
live action films:"X-Men: The Last
Stand," "Scoop," "The Fountain"
and "The Prestige." In the span of
one year, Jackman worked with
Woody Allen, Christopher Nolan
and Daren Aronofsicy, in a project
that looked as though it would never
even be made. With Jackman's help
as the lead actor on the project,
Aronofslcy finally got funding for
"The Fountain."
On top of that, Jackman was featured on the cover of Men's Vogue
and Men's Health in 2006, and was
featured in countless other publications. He is also attached to the new
See MEN on Page 13

DREAM
From Page 11

Help Us to Place This Ad In Other Newspapers!
Yes! I will help save young women's lives. Enclosed is my tax-deductible check.

—Eiyk Salvaggio

characters. Along with Beyonce
and Jennifer Hudson, Eddie
Murphy and Jaime Foxx are real
show-stealers with great, dynamic
performances. And yes, it's got
some awesome songs. Your toes
will tap, you will get chills when
Jennifer Hudson takes her range
to the limit, and you'll walk out of
the theater with an impressed, satisfied smile on your face.
Was "Dreamgirls" snubbed for

Best Picture? Not really. It's a
great musical, one of the best in
recent years, but it earned nominations where it truly deserved
them. Murphy and Hudson for
Best Supporting Actor and
Actress? Indeed, maybe with the
exception that Hudson was more
of a Best Actress nominee. Art
Direction, Costume Design,
Achievement in Music Written
for Motion Picture? Yes, yes, and
yes. This movie deserves to win
some awards, and you deserve to
take a trip to the theater and check
it out.

—Zach Dionne
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PostSecret encourages You don't need a football game
the voyeuristic reader to plan a fun Super Bowl party
Web site reveals dark and tender sides of
humanity through anonymous postcards
By Casey Hill
For The Maine Campus

selves too scared and reluctant to
share with others are the one's that
can bring us together on the same
Think of something you hold page. It's amazing, almost eerie,
close to you, a secret you'd never how postcards from complete
imagine sharing with anyone. Now strangers can relate to our own lives,
think of what your secret would look and make us realize that maybe the
like if you printed it on a postcard, secrets we keep and the feelings we
mailed it to a perfect stranger and got have really aren't so daft. When
it published on the Web or in a book. reading these anonymous postcards,
This idea has appealed to hundreds everyone suddenly becomes equal.
of thousands of people from across No one's feelings are right or
the globe, and a man from wrong,they just are, and I guarantee
Germantown, Md. has turned this that if you browse through the
idea into reality.
books or the Web site, it won't take
In November of 2004, Frank you long to find a number of postWarren got PostSecret up and run- cards with secrets on them that
ning. The initial start of the phe- relate to you on some level.
nomenon was an art project Warren
If you don't recall ever seeing or
exhibited in an art show in hearing about PostSecret, I highly
Washington, D.C. He handed about suggest checking out the Web site
3,000 postcards to local people and at
http://www.postsecret.com.
left them in public places, inviting Every Sunday, Frank Warren
anyone to share a secret with him updates the advertisement-free site
through the mail. The only criteria with new postcards for display.
were that it had to be truthful, brief Currently, there are three hardcover
and legible, and it had to be some- books out for sale as well:
thing never shared with another liv- PostSecret, My Secret, and The
ing soul. With the foundations laid, Secret Lives of Men and Women.
hundreds of postcards found their They are mesmerizing. If you pick
way to Frank's home.Eventually,as up any one of the books and start
more and more people began to looking through it, you won't want
catch wind of this curious sensation, to put it down until you've gone
hundreds of postcards from the through the entire thing. It's like a
local area quickly turned into thou- kind of therapy no therapist could
sands from all over the country, and ever provide.
later, the world.
Someone from New Zealand
"Like fingerprints, no two anonymously wrote to Frank saysecrets are identical, but every ing, "The things that make us feel
secret has a story behind it." This is so abnormal are actually the things
from Frank Warren himself, stated that make us all the same."
in the introduction of the first com- PostSecret couldn't make this sentipiled book of secrets, titled ment any clearer, and it feels good
PostSecret. Yes, we are all individu- knowing that no one is really alone
als with different experiences, when it comes to the feelings we
memories, beliefs, stories, and of have and the secrets we keep.
course,• secrets. As it turns out,
sometimes the secrets we find our-

TANDIES
From Page 11
bassist Randy Billings."We take our
cue from Ireland's prodigal sons,
The Dubliners, but infuse the spirit
of The Pogues and Floggying
Molly."
The Napper Tandies combine
elements of both, infusing the angst
of punk with the melancholy
laments of banjo strumming, pintraising folk tunes of the Celtic isle.
"Although we specialize in stomp
and sing alongs, we're not afraid to
carve out ajig or two," Billings said.
Describing themselves as a "traditional pub band," the Napper
Tandies emerged from the defunct
10-piece band "Don't Step on
Shamus," whittling its core down to
four members whose sound is paradoxically sparse and rousing. While

MITCHELL
From Page 12
true." At the same time, Mitchell's
work stands out on its own as sweeter,deeply personal,and less political.
If I were forced to make any sort of
comparison, I would call Mitchell a
lilting, literary Dar Williams, based

By Corey Bean

extremely helpful tips for throwing a successful Super
Bowl party.
What you need to do first is clear an amount of space
As you probably know, Super Bowl XU is rapidly adequate for handling dozens of extremely excitable vioapproaching, at a rate roughly equivalent to one day per lent people. Ideally, the perfect place for this would be
day. I am wildly excited for this occasion, which is why one of those padded morns seen in psychiatric hospitals,
I am writing today about tips for your Super Bowl party. but that would be ridiculous. Those moms aren't nearly
I feel Super Bowl parties are a huge part of the Super padded enough for your needs. What you want is a mom
Bowl tradition. In fact, I find them so important that I with zero gravity, which will prevent your guests from
often throw Super Bowl parties in May,just to keep the being able to throw themselves violently against the
tradition alive. Admittedly, my Super Bowl parties walls.
Secondly, you need refreshments.
rarely involve football watching and
You may be stressing about this to the
often involve pole dancing. The prinI realize a TVfor
point of feverishness, but let's be realciple of the thing, however, is that
istic
here: We're talking about a Super
these parties are thrown in the spirit
watching the game is a
Bowl party. I have observed over time
of the Super Bowl, in the sense that
partygoers frequently pound each good idea sometimes, but that attendees of Super Bowl parties
are willing to eat just about anything;
other with their foreheads and occasionally lunge for each other's butt really, it's just an arbitrary a perfectly acceptable snack could
consist of rusted nails. What I recomregions.
accessory.
mend is fmally bulldozing that useless
This may be a tangential note, but
backyard shed of yours and applying
I feel inclined to mention how truly
the ingredients to some sort of"snack
popular my Super Bowl parties are.
Former attendees of my parties frequently write to me mix." Your guests will absolutely love it, through their
to tell me how much they enjoy themselves. "Dear bleeding gums!
Presumably, you will also require liquid refreshments.
Corey," they write, in unusually messy handwriting,
"your party was fantastic until the ward attendants My personal feeling is that if you are unsure what to purshowed up. Also, please stop sending me letters because chase for liquid refreshments, then you are not a college
student. In which case, why are you reading this newspaI have to open them with my teeth."
I am not the only one who becomes excited by the per?
I feel as ifI am forgetting some minor,annoying detail
approach of the Super Bowl. I have heard from a reliable source that Hollywood is filled to the brim with in my instructions. I have described in detail perfect ideas
lavish Super Bowl parties on that famous night. Even for refreshments, location and activities for your Super
Janet Jackson attends these parties, guarded by multiple Bowl party. What more could a person ask for? I reali7e
a TV for watching the game is a good idea sometimes,but
security guards and an iron brassiere.
Anyway, without further ado,I present to you some really, it's just an arbitrary accessory.
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From Page 12
Baz Luhrmann project, "Australia,"
slated for 2008. Could things get any
better for Hugh Jackman? Yes; yes
they could.
Although Jackman had many
films this year — a lot of which were

good — Leonardo DiCaprio was by
far the highlight of 2006 and that is
why he has an Oscar nomination,
and Jackman does not. DiCaprio's
two films this year,"The Departed,"
and "Blood Diamond," were both
well received. DiCaprio stood out in
both films, which is the reason why
he got an abundance of attention
from the media. He proved to many
naysayers that he is a true actor, and

for that, he is now reaping the
rewards.
DiCaprio and Jackman are both
scholars and gentlemen. They both
worked hard this year for their fans
and moviegoers everywhere, and for
that, I think they should be honored
and appreciated. It will be interesting
to see who steps up to the challenge
in 2007 and answers Mr. Carter as to
"What makes a man a man?"

the band does not appear to have a
polished release, the demo quality
of the tracks they have posted to
hup://www.myspace.com/thenappertandies is appropriate to their
rough, low-key style. Their songs
are all based on traditional Irish folk
tunes,including a song full of taunts
to the British Army, including such
lines as "When I was young I had a
twist / of punching babies with my
fist / I thought I would enlist / and
join the British Army" over a raucous stew of accordions and fiddles.
The band is no stranger to
Orono, having performed at the
Bear Brew last June. Student
Entertainment is bringing them up
this time around as part of their
"Frequency" series under the
direction of Abbey Greslick. If
you like what you see, the band
will be back in Orono at
Woodman's Pub on Feb. 24 at 9
p.m.
solely on lyrical style, but her unique
voice still stands out on its own.
Ultimately, Anais Mitchell brings
forth a fresh revival of one of the
world's most ancient and beloved
forms of entertainment: musical storytelling. While she hasn't usurped
Nin yet — and hopefully never will
— "The Brightness" is a beautiful
addition to contemporary folk.

more information call the
International Programs 581-29 S

—Adrianne Hess
•

. .•

Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to April 20
You may be better off taking
charge of your own laundry today
for reasons that the stars do not
make clear. The number of times
you walk into a door today will
cause you to seek out new ways
of thinking.

THEE

VfleRSIOVIS
Fortune Teller by Rick LaPlante and Diego Alves

Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Death is the stark figure in the
corner that is staring at you and'
rubbing its hand bones. Any irritation you feel this week may be
due to an oncoming illness.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
Since last month you have been
finding it harder and harder to have
fun. This month may see a big
change. The life of a party you
most certainly aren't this weekend.

Momentary Dementia - Nice Try

By - Steven Lindquist

Momentary Dementia - ENG 212 with Professor Serj

By - Steven Lindquist

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Most of your ideas will turn out to
be excellent ones today. Avoid
having too many ideas, otherwise
you may fall from your station.
You tend to be less true to yourself at work, but today you may
let a little of yourself slip out at a
most awkward moment.
Leo
_ July 23 to August 22
Today can be what you make of
it: beautiful or throughly horrific.
You may find solace in someone's choice of underwear today.

What's wrong with you dude?

Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Life will throw many things at you
over the coming months. Old cartoons may hold a fascination for
you today as you try to recreate
a classic'Acme gag.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
This week will leave no stone
unturned, in a metaphorical way
... that you have to decipher.
Clarity of thought is something
you need to accomplish today.

I swear one of them looksjust
like the guyfrom *System of a
Down"...Hell probably try to
start a rnosh pit next class.
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Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
The phenomenon of time standing still may occur to you numerous times today. Its funny, all the
other people I know like you died
when they were very young.
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Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
The accuracy of any prognostication is likely to be determined by
how unlucky you generally are. A
'.pet of yours may die today.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Much of your body weight tends
to be distributed in a specific
place - but that may start shifting
today. Just thought I'd mention it.

Ugh,my classes all suck...
There're no hot chicks and my
professors are all kinda wierd..

Wake up(wake up) Grab a brush and put on a
little make up. Hide the scars to fade away the
shakeup(hide the scars
ay the
shakeup). Why'd you
up
table. There you go cr
fa
wanted to. Grab a
makeup,you w
fade away the
you leave the keys up
think you trust in my
cry when angels deserve to d
self
s sukide. I cry
• Father father f
r hand I come
your hand why have
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Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
Cartoons will flavor the day for
you today, giving you ideas and
humor. The darkness you experience when you close your eyes
might be accompanied by a low
demonic growl today.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
Any long-lasting thoughts about
•colors will fade later today. You
may be left to pick up the pieces
of someone else's failures today.
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Fool meets world

Word Lasso
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By Benjamin Jarvela

LA4

Re-arange the letters to form real words.
This week's clue: Stay healthy.
1/\10EICINAS AON3101d3C1 3NntA1Lnii munoov .L ClIOLIONVHO
innosn-now .9 SillHdAS "17 SIILLVd2H •C VIOAINV-IHO S3c1E0H '1-

Jibber

saffeR

I have amnesia. Do I
come here often?

I'm no Fred Flintstone,
but I can make your
Bedrock.

Do you believe in love
at first sight, or
should I come in again?

I'll cook you dinner if
you cook me breakfast.

Have any raisins? No?
Haw about a date?

Sudoku
1
1.4
163 2
7 5
5 1
3
74
58
3
795
9 1
1 4 5 86
.
8
3
7
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In an astounding turn of events
(and the cause of the recent delay
in my own writing), life has taken
a huge swing for me. Yes, in the
interest of you, the average
UMaine student, I've been sent
"on assignment," so to speak. I'm
now a UMaine (un)official
embedded reporter. What dangerous zone have I been embedded
in, you ask? Iraq? Afghanistan?
Newark, New Jersey?
No, dear reader. I haven't been
sent to any hellish, toxic war
zones filled with ethnic warlords
fighting for control of ever more
splintered domains at the behest
of psychotic religious leaders.
Also, I haven't been sent to Iraq
or Afghanistan either. Oh, snap.
In order to provide the
UMaine student population with a
better perspective of, well, reality, I've been sent to, well, reality.
Specifically, the "I'm doing my
final credits all online so I'm
going to do them from the south-

Marines pick you up by the belt
loop and stick your head in a urinal. It takes some getting used to.
Personally, I've taken to telling
people that I'm actually a welder
for the local shipyard. They tend
to respond more positively, in a
way that lets me know that they
feel I've contributed something to
the community around me.
Usually, this is by saying something to the effect of, "Well,
good, because if you were a college student, I would have to stab
you in the face with this fork."
This next bit is crucial —
nowhere else is Thursday night
"the night" for partying. Trying
to round up all your friends and
head to the bars on a Thursday, all
the while acting like this is a normal, perfectly reasonable activity,
will have people making vague
generalizations about your level
of intelligence, usually not in a
very flattering manner. Sure,
sure, there's the smattering of
local bars that like to do "college
night — college IDs get in free"
and that sort of thing, but you
have to keep two things in mind:
First, unlike Orono and its one
real bar (you get to figure out
which one I mean), the bars elsewhere have competition that the
city isn't so friendly as to just
shut down in an obligatory man-

I'm here, thoroughly entrenched in

2

The Rules:

reality, blissfully biding my time from

Each row (horizontal
line) must have numbers 1-9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.

now thro-ugh May, when the schoolfinally

Each column (vertical
line) must have numbers 1-9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
Each 3x3 box must
have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit
can only appear once.

I

There is only one correct answer!

zr

easy

ARE YOUR PRODLEM5
DRIVING YOU 13ANANA5?
We've got answers.
Send an e-mail to
blkbearadvice1865@gmail.com
and ask your question for our new
advice column, starting
Monday, Feb. 5.

decides that I've paid them enough money
to be considered an alumnus.
ernmost part of the Virginia
shoreline" part of reality.
It's a sweet gig, really. Even
beyond the ease of scheduling
that comes with being in class
whenever I feel like it (see: the
sense of panic that comes with
realizing that I've put off a
week's worth of work and reading, all of it due Sunday at 6 p.m.
and it's now roughly 5:47) and
walking outside and realizing that
it is neither 4 degrees nor snowing. That's a nice feeling.
The transition was not without
its own perils. This new assignment meant throwing everything
into my car and driving it — all
overfilled and sausage-like —
down to my new locale, getting
here just in time to realize that I
was now a good nine days behind
in everything.
But, here I am, embedded in
reality, carefully observing and
taking notes so that you, the
Maine Campus reader, can, be
more thoroughly informed about
what it's like to be in the "real
world."
For starters, I've noticed that
people's opinion of colleges, and
college students especially, even
outside a college town, tend to be
even poorer than that of the
Orono Town Council. The area
I'm in now, an area I'm already
familiar with, is overwhelmingly
populated with military personnel. Saying "I'm a college student!" is one of those sure-fire
ways to get your wallet stolen
shortly before seven brawny

ner. Secondly, pay attention: I've
actually seen "College ID get you
in free" on a bar that did not normally HAVE a cover charge.
College IDs get you in free, but
so does juggling, wearing a shirt
or, if you're a girl, touching your
elbows behind your back. No
higher-education-in-progress (or
bra) required.
Lastly — and this is important
— I've learned that there can be
more in one's diet than the same
four dishes, blended together
(sometimes in an actual blender)
in several different ways
throughout the week. Unlike the
past few years, I now have a
stove. A nice stove at that, and, at
my girlfriend's insistence, there
can be absolutely no beer pong
tables blocking the way to it. OK,
granted, most of the things I've
made so far have involved either
shaking, baking, or both, but it's
progress and I'm new at this. It's
the principle that counts.
So, I'm here, thoroughly
entrenched in reality, blissfully
biding my time from now
through May, when the school
finally decides that I've paid
them enough money to be considered an alumnus. At which
point they can immediately start
begging me to give them even
MORE money, this time without
even the promise of being able to
tell people that I've achieved
some level of the college experience. Not that it's ever stopped
me.
"Package for a Dr. Jarvela ..."

v.
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Itesurrecting Hammy
Misunderstood seniorforward bounces back infinal actfor UM
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
er three and a half years at the
University of Maine, senior forward Mike Hamilton has had just
bout as complete a career as any
college hockey player could.
From postseason hero to suspended indefinitely and back again, Hamilton has watched
his campaign at UMaine expand and contract
in a variety of ways. Whether it was a gutwrenching overtime goal against Wisconsin in
the 2004 NCAA tournament or a mistake at an
apartment complex in Orono one Sunday
night, Hamilton has always managed to make
" headlines. Through it all, the Victoria, British
Columbia native has stayed true to the one
central bit of advice he continually gives himself: 'I just have to control what I can control,'
Still, it's hard to imagine that the past two
seasons haven't been a little tough on the easygoing and often misunderstood Hamilton.
After scoring the game-winning goal in the
2004 NCAA regional finals as a freshman,
Hamilton has watched his career bounce up
and down like the stock market. Moments
after caressing the mesh with the laser heard
'round Orono, Hamilton's name shot to the
forefront of the minds of the Black Bears'loyal
-but crazed fan base.
The claims were everywhere — Hamilton
was to be the new face of the Black Bears
along with playmaking dynamo Michel
Leveille. Early on in his tenure with the blue
and white, it was clear that some thought
Hamilton would be one to take over the scoring when Colin Shields graduated. With his
postseason heroics, Hamilton had quickly
become one of the cornerstones of the Black
Bears' immediate future.
Then came the next two years.
With heavier expectations and a name for
himself, Hamilton took the ice ready to
become one of the Black Bears' go-to guys in
2004-05. The only thing was, it never happened. After starting strong in the fall of 2004,
Hamilton fell into a run of bad luck that culminated in last season's off-ice incident that
occurred at a Washburn Place apartment in
Orono. Accompanied by a group of teammates, Hamilton, seeking the attention of a
UMaine baseball player, proceeded to
exchange words and get into a tussle with said
athlete. The event, which has since been welldocumented and rehashed time and time
again, was a serious affair that saw Hamilton
and teammate Wes Clark miss almost a quarter of the 2005-06 season. In the end, the incident led to seven players being suspended
with Clark and Hamilton getting the worst of
the punishment. With the incident occurring in
the middle of the season, it was clear that
Hamilton's career had hit rock bottom.
Once the future, Hamilton was now a clip
in the court section of the Bangor Daily News.

GOING
STREAKING
— Mike
Hamilton,
seen here
storming
down ice
against
Merrimack
last season,
has
emerged as
one of the
Black Bears
leaders and
most
respected
players after
a tumultuous 2006
season.
Hamilton
and the
Bears face
UNH this
weekend.

Aft
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Whether anyone wanted to admit it or not, it said Hamilton. "I tried to keep my head up
would be tough for Hamilton to return to the through the whole thing and learn from my
ice in 2005-2006 and entirely shake off what mistakes and keep going forward. And that's
had occurred. Hamilton had been branded. what I did."
Hamilton isn't shy about wanting to prove
The story, which ran on the front page of several local newspapers for nearly a month, himselfto his critics and those who think poorcouldn't be avoided. Still, Hamilton returned ly of him because of what happened. He feels
eventually and tallied up 11 points for the one way of changing their thought process is
by showing them he is
Black Bears. Along the
back.
way, he collected just one
"I'm just trying to do
"Anytime some people
goal. For Hamilton and his
badly of you it doesthink
fans, his career had made a everything I can to grow
good," said
feel
n't
its
since
surprising dip
"That was
Hamilton.
thrilling beginning.
help
this
and
team."
something that was in the
However, none of this
stopped Hamilton from
Mike Hamilton back of my mind. I wanted
change their
entering the 2006-2007
Senior forward to try and
to be a
wanted
I
opinion.
the
season, his fmal with
UMaine men's hockey
good role model and someBlack Bears. In fact, it has
one to look up to. I just
actually helped him.
Playing with a newfound focus and energy, wanted to be someone who portrays the right
Hamilton has emerged in a big way for the things."
Now,nearly a year removed from the inciBlack Bears,already scoring as many goals as
at Washburn Place, Hamilton tries to use
dent
he did the two last seasons. The rebirth for
Hamilton has not gone unnoticed. The spirited what happened as a learning tool.
"I kind of keep it out of my mind ,but at the
forward has served as one of the Black Bears'
key players in the first half and could be same time I use it as a learning device to predescribed by some as the unsung hero of the vent any situation like that from occurring
again," said Hamilton.
team this year.
Bearing in mind the lessons of the past,
In Hamilton's eyes, the comeback is one
came into his last season with a plan.
Hamilton
year's
the
last
and
by
incident
inspired
that was
"Coming into my senior year,I knew it was
past two years.
"I went through that whole experience and my last year for college hockey and the last
just tried to make it as positive as possible," chance to win a national championship," said

Hamilton. "I just knew I had to come in and
give everything I had every game and try and
be as consistent as possible."
At the same time, the way he ended his last
two years on the ice helped too.
"I thought I had a decent freshman year,"
said Hamilton. "I kind of played well in the
playoffs. I came out my sophomore year and I
thought I was playing well. But I wasn't getting the bounces and I got a little frustrated. I
was expecting too much out of myself and
thinking score, score, score."
Hamilton believes he never found his flow
throughout the year.
"Last year, I was kind of up and down
throughout all the games," said Hamilton. "I
had to look at it in certain ways too; ill wasn't
scoring Or setting up a lot of goals, I had to be
doing something else, so I tried to focus on the
little things."
Knowing this is his last chance to make a
mark on the program and the team, Hamilton
is excited about the season but anxious for
another shot at a title.
"I feel like I've had a good start to this year
and I just want to keep building on it," said
Hamilton. "I've had to do a lot of the little
things and battle through adversity. I'm just
trying to do every thing that's possible to grow
and help this team."
If it's not clear by his play on the ice,
Hamilton just wants what anyone wants — a
second chance — and it looks like he might be
getting it.

ALE PHOTOS

ATTENTION GETTER — Hamilton, seen celebrating a goal
in last year's regionals (left) and letting a BC Eagle know
what he thinks of him (right), is enjoying a solid senior year.
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ascent back up the polls. If last
season is any proof, UMaine is
simply biding their time until they
make a run at the big dogs resting
From Page 20
in the top three slots in Hockey
that fateful day, the two heated East.
"The tradition at UMaine is
rivals have exchanged positions.
In a transformation that the Black that we always peak at the right
Bear faithful can only see as one time toward February and
weird and twisted version of March," said senior forward
"Freaky Friday," UNH is No. I in Keith Johnson. "Hopefully that
the land and UMaine is the team trend will continue this year. We
looking in on all the fun. Having had the same type of situation last
used that telling outcome as a year and we had a big weekend at
springboard, the Wildcats have Vermont. I think this could be the
rattled off a 19-4-1 record. More kind of the same situation in a
importantly, head coach Dick hostile environment."
Umile's boys are a sparkling 14Johnson is quick to note that a
2-1 in Hockey East and 15-2 since win in New Hampshire, where the
they pounded the Black Bears.
Black Bears are 1-2 the last two
Tomorrow, however, the Black seasons, could propel the team
Bears finally have their chance forward into a lengthy win streak.
for a little bit of payback.
"If we're successful down
"It's their first week in the No. there, I think it could really turn
I position, and I'm sure they're this season around and point us
going to be excited to keep that," into the right direction for the
said senior forward Brent playoffs," said Johnson.
Shepheard. "But we're equally
With that being said, disCAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO
excited about having the chance cussing success on the road
to go down there and spoil a against UNH and actually achiev- BEHIND THE PLAY — UMaine's Brent Shepheard looks on as Keith Johnson (right) and a
weekend for them."
ing it are two totally different Northeastern player battle for possession last weekend.
While the No. 9 Black Bears objectives.
are aware of how difficult the task
"As a top seed you have a tar- has 10 goals and 10 assists.
the net. Backchecking is a real start scoring goals again," said
ahead of them is, they are ready to get on your back, so I bet they
"They have some great scor- big key to our success. The big Shepheard. "We just got to keep
get back in the good graces of the know what to expect," said ing power up front in Trevor difference Saturday night was our doing what we were doing at the
college hockey world after a span Ramsey.
Smith and Fornataro but we do back check. We still weren't play- start of the year and that was getof six games in which the team
too," said Soares.
ing our best hockey but we were ting pucks to the net."
went 2-4.
In regards to stopping the able to get back and help our
The first game in the two
"We feel like we have a lot to
Wildcats, the Black Bears do defense. That allowed our match slate will be played in
"It's theirfirst week in have a plan.
prove," said junior defensman
defensemen to step up and allow Manchester, NH, while the finale
Travis Ramsey."We have to earn
"As a defenseman, you always a small gap."
will be set at the Wildcats' usual
the No. 1 position and
our respect back for our fans and
have to be ready and have a guy
In net for the Wildcats is the digs, the Whittmore Center.
I'm sure they're going to back," said Ramsey."We've been formidable junior Kevin Regan Both games drop the puck at 7
the people that are watching us."
After watching UNH climb to
about staying tight with a 2.03 goals against average p.m.
be excited to keep that. talking
their esteemed heights, UMaine
between the dots. Especially on and a league-best .933 save per"I don't think its a big differhas floated from second in the But we're equally excited bigger ice surfaces they have a centage.
ence," said Shepheard. "Overall,
nation all the way to their current
real big advantage. With their
If the Black Bears manage to I don't think it matters much.
to go down there and
slot at No. 9. In between UMaine
speed and what they do, they are figure out their recent struggles Pretty much it's going to be
has
back-to-back
suffered
really good at transitioning."
on the power play, Regan could everyone going for New
spoil a weekendfor
Boston
shutouts
against
According to Soares, the dif- have one of his busiest weekends Hampshire. But we're ready for
University and Providence and a
them."
that."
ference in the game will be the in recent months.
shocking three-game losing streak
Shepheard believes the team
At the same time, the squad is
play of the blue liners and
at home. The dismal stretch has
Brent Shepheard whether the forwards elect to knows what they have to do to more than eager to flip roles with
landed UMaine in the uncomfortimprove on special teams even if their border rival once again.
UMaine men's hockey play both ends of the ice.
able position of sixth place in
"Against a team like this, we
"It's going to be a battle of its not easily diagnosable.
Hockey East with a record of 8 6
"There's not really one thing will definitely have a chance to
who can play better defensively,"
1
With a depth chart stacked said Soares. "Everyone knows that you can sit back and point to, prove
something,"
said
"We've had a few wake-up with some of the best offensive both teams can put the puck in and we're magically going to Ramsey.
calls now," said assistant captain talent in the league, the
Josh Soares. "Hopefully that is Wildcats aren't about to take
the last of them and we can con- the Black Bears sitting down —
tinue to play well. But the season no matter what the last outcome
is full of up and downs. It's a long against their rival was.
stretch. We're not used to these
"Their senior class — with
downs like we've had this year Jacob Mickflikier and Brett
and we don't like it."
Hemingway
— those guys
Despite the Black Bears' woes have been scoring for four
so far this year, the one constant years straight now, so we have
....---...„
throughout has been their stead- to watch when they are on the
fast play on the road, where they ice," said Johnson. ,
r".
As expected, Micflikier and
carry a 7-2-1 record. The mark is
bolstered by an impressive open- Hemmingway are atop the scoring run in the beginning of the ing leaderboard. More than half
season that featured wins against way
through
the
year,
North Dakota and Minnesota. Micflikier has six goals and 21
Although the Black Bears know assists for 27 points, while
they are in fine standing with the Hemmingway has nine goals
PairWise Rankings — No. 7 — and 16 assists for 25 points.
they are eager to get back to clog"They're a real fast, speedy
ging up their resume with quality team up front and we have to
try to clamp down on them to
wins.
"I don't think we can say we make it a low scoring game,"
haven't been looking," ' said said Shepheard. "If we do that,
Shepheard about taking a gpder the game will favor us."
The balance on offense doesat the PairWise. "I mean we're
sitting seventh right now in the n't stop with just the usual susPairWise even though we haven't pects either. Already this year,
been doing that well lately. the conference has seen several
However, the wins at the begin- new faces emerge amongst the
ning of the year against Wildcats, most notably, sophoMinnesota and North Dakota real- more Trevor Smith, who
ly solidified us. If we can get two anchors the offensive assault
road wins this weekend, that with 15 goals and 17 assists.
would be huge for the PairWise Along with Smith's Hobey
and that is what matters at the end Baker-worthy campaign, UNH
has gained some traction from
of the year."
This is also the time of the year the play of junior Matt
when the Black Bears begin their Fornataro. The creative forward
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170 Main St. Old Town,827-3030
CityParkGrille.com
SUPER BOWL XL1 PARTY
At the City Park Grille
(formerly the Chocolate Grille)

Kick back and watch the game in full sound on our two big
screen TVs.

35 cent wings, our own Jungle Juice, drink specials and
drawings for free stuff(hats,t-shirts, key chains and more)
all night long!
Thursdays arc college night and ladies' night.
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CELTICS CORNER
By James MacKay
For The Maine Campus

Green drop franchise-record 13th straight
Celtics fans around New
England can hear those draft
day lottery pingpong balls
bouncing already. Mired in a 13game losing streak — which ties
the franchise record for futility
— those balls are all Celtics
fans have to look forward to.
Fans who have already given up
on this season are drooling over
talented young prospects like
Greg Oden, Kevin Durant and
Joakim Noah.
The way the season has been
going, I really have no objection
to being a lottery team. Let's be
honest — with Paul Pierce taking his time coming back, this
will be a lottery team. What I do
have an objection to is Danny
Ainge drafting Oden or Durant
and not making any off-season
transactions to mature this
insanely young roster.
This team needs more veterans, period. Young players do
not make young players better;
look at the Los Angeles Clippers
of the early 2000s as examples.
They were loaded with young
talent but had no direction and
no experience, so they flopped.
Celts boss Ainge has found himself in a similar situation. He
needs to bring in some veteran
role models to help improve this
team and, more importantly,
bring veterans in that can stay
healthy. Theo Ratliff's career
may be done and Wally
Sczcerbiak can't seem to get out
of bed in the morning without
twisting an ankle.
If not for the sake of the fans,
at least do it for the sake of Paul
Pierce. For nine seasons I've

watched Paul Pierce play harder
than anyone else in the NBA and
achieve mediocre results. This is
the same guy who once lost two
teeth in the first half of a game
and later returned. And we all
know about the 2000 stabbing
and the resilience he had coming back after that. This guy
deserves some solid veterans
who have experience, and can
contribute not only to the success of the team but to the
younger players on this ball
club.
In 2003 Ainge came to this
organization to rebuild and said
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he wanted to have some chips to MONEY — UMaine's Mark Socoby (22) watches as his long-range shot sails into the cylinplay with. Some of those der during last night's loss to Boston University.
"chips" I wouldn't mind departshot an uncharacteristic 3-for- with shades of their come from
ing with would be Sebastian
13 from beyond arc.
Telfair, Kendrick Perkins, Wally
behind victory over UMaine
Sczcerbiak, Brian Scalabrine
"They stepped up on D," said earlier in this season abound.
and Tony Allen. Granted,
senior guard Jon Sheets, who Sheets answered the run with a
scored seven and dished a trey from the left wing and
Allen's injury will make it diffi- From Page 20
cult to trade him, but the rest of and say a lot of those turnovers game-best four assists. "When UMaine headed the locker room
we got it inside, they were stay- ahead 35-33 before the wheels
them can go. Telfair is a border- were unforced."
line draft bust, Perkins' offenTyler Morris scored a game- ing on shooters. That's good came off in the second half, with
sive struggles and injuries have high 19 for BU, which wasn't coaching; they took away what the Black Bears shooting just 38
yet to improve and I don't think fazed without leading scorer they wanted to take away."
percent — their first half under
I need to explain Brain Corey Lowe, who is nursing a
Meanwhile, inside, UMaine 40 percent in conference action.
Scalabrine.
was hampered by an off-shoot"They played really well
foot injury.
It will be tough but I think he
"I was impressed with him. ing night from Bruff. The defensively," Bofia said. "They
can get it done; it's just a matter Every time they needed a big explosive forward entered the kept us from doing what we do."
of whether or not he'll be will- play, he made it," Woodward game among America East's
While the Terriers contested
ing to pull the trigger at a deal. said.
leaders in field goal percentage, many of the Black Bears' outLike most of Celtics Nation, I'm
The Terriers, who improved but made just 5-of-13 for 11 side shots, UMaine's guards
getting sick and tired of saying to 8-12 — 5-3 in conference points.
were unhappy with a number of
"Kevin did a great job get- missed opportunities.
"Oh, they'll be good in two or action — and won their seventh
three years." If Ainge brings in straight at Alfond Arena, frus- ting me open off of screens,"
some veterans, combine that trated UMaine with stout Bruff said. "I just needed to
with Paul Pierce, Oden/Durant, defense throughout the night. A make more layups. Those were
"We didn't hit shots on
double-double machine Al disciplined game plan took shots that I usually convert, and
good looks. We were on
Jefferson, and the other young- away the perimeter and limited I didn't convert some free
sters I didn't mention, this could senior captain Kevin Reed to throws that I usually convert."
our heels offensively all
be one great basketball team.
"We just were not running on
two points as the Black Bears
night."
cylinders," Woodward
all
added.
In spite of all this, the Black
Bears
were in control early in
University of Maine
Jon Sheets
the second half, grabbing a 40Senior guard
System Employees!
33 lead thanks to Philippe
UMaine men's basketball
Tchekane Bofia, who had 12
points. But Sofia was whistled
for his fourth foul early in the
half and watched from the
"We knew coming in that it
bench as UMaine scored just would be a battle defensively,
one point over a 10-minute and we didn't hit shots on good
span. Adding to UMaine's foul looks. We were on our heels
woes was a fourth call on senior offensively all night," Sheets
center 01li Ahvenniemi, who said.
had nine points on perfect 4-ofSaturday, the Black Bears
4 shooting.
return to the floor to challenge
Openings
"Obviously, the fouls were a rival New Hampshire as part of
available
factor. When you lose Phil, you a Border War triple header in
lag new
lost a lot of the scoring potential Durham. The Wildcats defeated
patients in
at
that
position,"
said league-leading Vermont last
January_
Woodward. "We haven't had night to tighten up the increasmany scoring droughts this ingly jumbled conference standChildren
year, but all the things we'd ings.
Welcome_
been doing well just weren't
"Everybody thinks they can
flowing tonight."
win this conference right now.
WELCOME: NEW CIGNA DENTAL MEMERS!
The first half was a different That makes this a big win and
story, with the Black Bears it'll make for an exciting stretch
jumping out a 6-0 lead thanks to run and conference tournafour from Ahvenniemi. Morris ment," said Wolff, whose
kept the Terriers afloat with a Terriers have beaten UMaine in
1--1."4„[DVVIK
pair ofjumpers, but UMaine fol- 14 of their last 17 tries dating
lowed with a 13-0 run to seize back to 2000.
control.
Tip-off for Saturday's lead in
The Terriers responded with to the marquee men's hockey
We love your smile
10 unanswered of their own, contest is set for 3 p.m.
One Cumberland Place, Bangor

STEALS
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MERICA
EAST,
Swimming
Championships
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The Long Road Home

Another dip in the pool was in the cards for UMaine swimmer
By Matt McGraw
For The Maine Campus

"Chris is proof that if you
put in enough work, you will
benefit," said teammate Mike
Goede. "Chris leads by example, he's in the water everyday
without fail, never quits, and
when it's over, he gets out."
All the hard work that Card

put in over last year's season
rewarded him with a fifth-place
finish in the 100-yard breaststroke
at
America
East
Championships, clocking in at
58.40 seconds, something he
certainly hopes to top this season. This kind of hard work is
exactly the impression he wants
to leave on his teammates at
UMaine.
"Hard work always gets you
somewhere. It's great to have
fun, as long as you put in the
work. Hard work leads to
results," Card said.
As the countdown for the
East
2006-2007
America
Championships is officially
underway, Card — who is currently ranked sixth in the 100yard breaststroke to-date this
season — will prepare for this
race as he has prepared for all
of his races past.
"I'm just going to focus on
my times, trying to improve
them from last year. Where I
end up placing is ultimately out
of my control, my personal performance however, is within
my control," Card said.
When it's all said and done,

meter hurdles in 8.79. In the pole season with a first place finish in
vault, Allyson Thomas was tenth 6.30. Scott O'Connor won the
by clearing 3.07 meters. Jennifer 1000 meters. in 2:33.82 and
Pierpont finished eighth and Donnie Drake won the 3000
From Page 20
Rachel McCaslin ninth in the long meters in 8:44.35, which was his
Connecticut, saying that they jump,going 4.96 and 4.94, respec- best time ever for that event. The
appeared to be stronger on paper tively. Tanya Simard was 10th in Black Bears won both the 4x440
coming into the meet. His one dis- the triple jump with a 10.68 meter and 4x880 relays. In the pole vault,
appointment was in the mile run, performance and Tess Perry was
which he had expected to win 12th with a jump of 10.56 meters.
"It's nice to have a home
In the shot put, Micralyn
coming in but came up short.
meet and Central
"It's nice to have a home meet, Wiechman was ninth with a throw
and Central Connecticut was gra- of 11.18 meters and Maegan Burke
Connecticut was gracious
cious enough to come up and com- was tenth with a throw of 11.16
pete against us," Lech said.
meters. Clarissa Michalak was
enough to compete
For the women, Allyson seventh in the weight throw at
against us."
Howatt was 13th in the 55 meter 14.76 meters.
finals in 7.49 and 14th in the 200
The results for the men were
Mark Lech
meters in 25.87. In the 400 meters, also very impressive against a
Head coach
Lindsay Burlock was 16th with a Central Connecticut team that
time of 58.73. Elonnai Hickok was seemed overmatched. In the 60
UMaine track and field
the top UMaine finisher in the mile yard hurdles, Maxwell Ludwig
in 5:17.09. In the 800 meters, Hana took first place with a time of 7.80. Mark Liimakka finished first and
Pelletier was 16th with a time of Eric Libby finished the 500 meters cleared 3.56 meters. Skip Edwards
2:16.99. Jessica Belliveau was with a rust-place time of 1:06.37 was first in the long jump with a
sixth overall in the 1000 meters in and Miles Bartlett won the 800 jump 6.78 meters. Jeff Ramos
2:57.45, while Stephanie Jette was meters with a personal best time of cleared 1.98 meters in the high
11th in 2:58.43. Erin Hatch was 1:55.49. In the 55 meter dash, Arel jump for first place, while Carson
seventh in the finals of the 55 Gordon continued his remarkable Hartman won the triple jump with

a distance of 12.89 meters.
Lech thought the Black Bears
did what they were supposed to do
and competed well, saying that the
meet went "true to form." He
said that he is pleased with the
way the season is going along so
far, and that the team had a good
meet at the Great Dane
Invitational last week as well, in
which Arel Gordon set the school
record for the 55 meter dash. He
is looking for performances to
improve as the season wears on
and the athletes get fitter and in
better shape. Lech is already looking ahead to the conference championships at the end of the season.
In the long run,Lech hopes that
UMaine can crack the top 3 in the
conference this year, and would
like to see Arel Gordon get into
the finals of the NCAA
Championship with his blazing
speed in the 55.
The men's and women's next
meet will be on next Saturday,
when they host Holy Cross in the
fieldhouse at Memorial Gym.

Stereophonics had some
advice for Chris Card, long
before he had ever heard of
them: "So maybe tomorrow,
I'll find my way home." It certainly took a long time for Card,
a native of West Bath, Maine
who — after a few stops along
the way — finally made it home.
The next two weeks will literally be the icing on the cake
for Card, who will cap off his
short career as a Black Bear
swimmer on Sunday, February
11, when he competes in the
200-yard breaststroke at the
America East Championships.
When typical senior swimmers
are likely experiencing senioritis of some kind, Card won't be
fazed when he stands on the
blocks for the last time.
"This year is gravy for me,
because I never thought I'd be
doing it again," he said.
His story dates back to the
fall of 2002, when Card headed
off to Trinity University in San
Antonio, Texas. Life was good.
He was going to study computer science, swim for the Tigers,
and experience a new part of
the country. Problems quickly
arose, however, as Card soon
discovered a medical condition
that prevented him from swimming in the Texas heat.
Without swimming, Card
decided it would be best to
change locations to focus solely
on academics, prompting a
transfer to Full Sail Media Arts
School. After an intense 14month program in computer
animation, Card received his
associate's degree and earned
an internship with a Californiabased
software
company.
However, when the internship
ended in the spring of 2005,
Card wasn't exactly sure where
to go from there. After talking
with his parents about his
options, he decided to go back
to college and pursue his bachelor's degree, something that

SHINES
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HEART OF THE CARDS — (Above) Chris Card during a light
moment at Wallace Pool.(Below) The senior swimmer
works on his stroke Monday afternoon.
had interested him all along.
And being out of the Texas heat
also gave him one last chance
to swim competitively, something else that had interested
him all along.
"I had taken two full years
off, but I figured at Maine I'd
have the chance to swim again.
So I called Coach Wren about
the possibility joining the program, and he gave it the green
light," said Card regarding his
choice to come to UMaine.
Fast forward to the summer
of 2005; Card was slowly getting back into swimming shape
and taking summer classes in
order to be eligible the 20052006 swimming season. If you
talk to Card now about what it
took to get back in shape, he'll
agree that he had more than his
share of rough days. In hindsight however, he would have
known it would be a long road
back to success. Maybe he
ignored those thoughts because
he wanted to succeed more
than he wanted to fail. Or
maybe all the hard work he put
in is really just a testament to
his character, someone who
isn't afraid to put in the work.

Card will certainly have a lot to
be proud of. Few could have
imagined the kind of success
he'd be earning, including his
father, who complimented him
on a job well done following
last year's Championships, a
comment Card holds close to
his heart. In the future, Ca;d
expects to be involved with
swimming one way or another,
however his exact involvement
is yet to be determined.
Nevertheless, he should know

"This year is gravyfor
me. I never thought I'd
be doing it again."
Chris Card
UMaine swimming

by now that no matter what
chaotic situation he finds himself in, Chris Card will always
be in control of the water.

•

Busy Weekend
Friday, Feb.2
Men's hockey © UNN
•

Saturday,Feb.3
Women's hoops@ UNN
Men's hoops@ UNN
Men's a women's track vt
Holy Cross
Women's hockey vs,Henn
Men's hockey UNN

Sunday,Feb.4

Women's hocley vs. UConn
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UM swimmer
thrives on
second chance
Page 19

Terriers steal one from UMaine
Plethora of turnovers
dooms men's hoops

By Meghann Burnett
Staff Reporter

By Matt Williams
Sports Editor

After taking Sunday and Monday off from
practice, the University of Maine women's basketball team is looking to regroup in time for
Saturday's match-up with the University of
New Hampshire.

ORONO — When it rains, it
pours. In a game
that saw almost
nothing go right, BU
66
the University
55
UM
of Maine men's
basketball
team's five-game winning
streak came to a screeching halt
last night, 66-55 at the hands of
Boston University.
Each of the facets that had
carried the Black Bears recently
— hot shooting, strong defense
and minimal turnovers — abandoned the squad as they fell to
10-11, 5-5 in America East play.
"That was the sloppiest
we've played in quite a while.
ZVe just weren't crisp," said
UMaine coach Ted Woodward.
The Black Bears committed
13 turnovers in the second half
while watching BU go on a 133 run to reclaim the lead, 46-43.
Senior Chris Bruff responded
with a turnaround hook shot to
draw the Black Bears within
one, but the Terriers forced
turnovers on UMaine's next six
possessions and coasted to the
finish line.
"We just didn't make plays,"
Bruff said. "We didn't convert
on offense when we desperately
needed to and they did."
"Our defense was terrific,"
said longtime Terrier coach
Dennis Wolff. "At the same
time, I'm sure they'll look back
See STEAL on Page 18

Rested UM looks
to return to form

Women's Basketball
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STRONG PRESENCE — UMaine's Junior Bernal leaps ahead of Boston
University's Carlos Strong (22) ducing last night's action.

The Black Bears are coming off a 66-50 loss
to top-ranked Hartford last Saturday afternoon
that ended a stretch of eight-straight conference
games without a bye. They were held to 28.6
percent shooting in the second half and were
out-rebounded 43-28.
"We're at the point where I think they all
need a break away from it," said head coach
Ann McInerney. "It's been a long stretch."
In their first meeting back on Jan. 4, UMaine
opened league play with a win over UNH 64-47
at Alfond Arena. Senior Ashley Underwood led
the way with 17 points and Katie Whittier
recorded 16 points and 11 rebounds.
Bracey Barker scored 11 points off the
bench in her first game back from a wrist
injury, and since has led the team in scoring in
all but one game, averaging 15.4 points per
contest. Junior Kris Younan dished out six
assists against the Wildcats and is second in the
conference with 4.5 per game.
"I think we've had some very good games
and we've been on the road a lot," said
McInerney. "1 think it'll be good to be able to
get away form everybody and come back fresh
and get ready for the second half of conference
games."
UNH is led by Corinna native Danielle
Clark, who poured in 17 points to go along with
three steals in their first meeting. Clark is second in the league in scoring with 17.3 points,
and Whitney Edwards leads America East with
nearly three steals per game. UNH is coming
off an overtime win against Binghamton,
improving to 7-13 overall, 2-6 in America East.
Game time is set for noon in Durham.

Marquee match with hated 'Cats on tap
Black Bears set on revenge
as the Border War resumes

By Tyler Francke
For The Maine Campus

By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief

The Universtiy of Maine
women's indoor team competed at
the Terrier Classic at Boston
University on Friday evening and
finished strong in several events,
although the meet was unscored.

Oh, how the tables have turned.
Barely two and a half months ago, the
University of Maine men's ice hockey squad
was the team to beat. The pick of the litter. The
cream of the crop

HOLY CROSS VS. UM
SATURDAY, FEB. 3
NOON

FEATURED PLAYER
MIKE HAMILTON
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With only an Injury or two to show for
themselves, the Black Bears were healthy and
*deep. Boasting a roster full of some of the
hottest forwards in the country, UMaine had
steamrolled out to a No. I ranking in the country. By combining solid defense with a relentless power play, the Black Bears had shot to
the forefront of the national champion banter.
_For UMaine, life was good. Real good.
You know what happened next don't you?
Do we really need to revisit it?
For thosefew who don't know, everybody's favorite brand of Wildcats came to

Track shines
in victories

squad's ship. In the weeks following the debilitating loss, UMaine began to show signs of
being — god forbid — human.
Now, almost three months removed from

Meanwhile, the Black Bears'
indoor men's track and field team
also competed this weekend, hosting the Blue Devils from Central
Connecticut State on Saturday,
and defeated them soundly winning 12 of 17 events.
UMaine coach Mark Lech was
impressed with his team's performance this weekend. He wasn't
too surprised by the men's strong
showing
against
Central

See MARQUEE on Page 17

See SHINES on Page 19
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SUPER LEVS — UMaine's Michel Leveille takes flight in an effort to swipe a
loose puck during last weekend's action against Northeastern.
town and like the Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock,
they brought a whole host of problems with
them.
On top of a decisive and embarrassing 8-2
trouncing of the Black Bears, the Wildcats
managed to display several holes in the

